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0. Introduction 
 
The purpose of this paper is to explore the meaning and functions of the Bargam1  
conjunction teq2.  This conjunction is ubiquitous in Bargam and functions on several 
different levels.  In the following sections of this paper the different grammatical 
environments in which teq occurs will be described and an attempt will be made to 
discover the rules governing these occurrences and the meanings they convey.  Along the 
way several morphemes which frequently co-occur with teq will be described as well. 

At the outset it may be useful to note the similarity between teq and the same subject 
punctiliar aspect irrealis mode medial verb suffix -eq.  Inherent in this suffix is the 
chronological notion ‘sequence’ with the intervening time span unspecified (cf. examples 
(39)-(42) and (44)). 

 
1. Teq in phrase constructions 
 
While the bulk of constructions involving the use of teq are complex sentence level 
structures, we will begin our investigation of this conjunction at the phrase level.  By 
examining the function of teq in the comparatively simpler contexts of  noun and verb 
phrases, it should be possible to establish some basic ‘reference points’ in terms of the 
kind of  relationship it signifies.  After noting the functions of teq in the coordinate noun 
phrase and the modified verb phrase, the discussion will then proceed to an examination 
of  the ways in which teq functions within sentences, between sentences and, finally, on 
the discourse level. 
 
1.1. The function of teq in Coordinate NP’s 
 
The most straight forward use of teq is to link two or more nouns in a coordinate noun 
phrase (NP).   The use of teq in a coordinate NP is optional3.  Two or more nouns may be 
simply juxtaposed as in example (1) below. 
 
(1) Ari  mat na   in garan lehnan  haqad  kilek kor        ziy  
    ari  mat na   in garan leh-nan haq-ad kilek kor        ziy 
    O.K. man that he bush  go -DES4 QV -SD bow   fire.stick net.bag 

                                                 
1Bargam is a non-Austronesian language of the Trans New Guinea phylum.  It is classified by Z'Graggen 
(1975) as a stock-level isolate within the Madang-Adelbert Range sub-phylum and given the name Mugil. 
2In Bargam orthograhy, “q” represents the glottal stop. 
3cf. Hepner 1989:41 
4The following abbreviations are used in this paper: 
1PL  1st plural   FUT future     PFT  perfect aspect 
1SG 1st singular   IMP imperative    PLOC present location 
2SG 2nd singular   IMPERS impersonal    POM possessed marker 
3PL  3rd plural   INDEF indefinite    POSS possessive 
3SG 3rd singular   INP  inalienable possessor  PR  present 
ACC accompaniment  INTNS intensifier    QV  quote verb 
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waqim  ad  lehad  in lehim  koqsiroq         abitnib           nab  
waq-im ad  leh-ad in leh-im koq     -siroq   a  -bit  -an -ib  na  -b  
get-SP ACC go -SD he go -SP defecate-urinate INP-house-POM-LOC that-LOC 
 
in a    hi  lah. 
in a    hi  leh-01-02 
he REAL NEG go -PA-N1SG 
 
O.K., that man intending to go to the bush, got his bow and fire stick 
and net bag and going he didn't go to the outhouse. 
 
Or, at the other extreme, each pair of nouns in the string  may be connected by a teq.   
 
(2) Teq  in   gigo     kulos   TEQ5 tarosis  TEQ  didaq kabemmo. 
  teq  in   gi -go   kulos   teq  tarosis  teq  didaq kabem-mo 
  CONJ they OCR-POSS clothes CONJ trousers CONJ food  many -EMP 
 
  And they had many clothes and trousers and food. 
 
However, the most common occurrence of teq in a coordinate NP is between the 
penultimate and ultimate nouns in the phrase.  Consider the following examples: 
 
(3) In eraqim   ago      ter    teq  tatuy giwaqim    tilah. 
    in eraq -im a  -go   ter    teq  tatuy gi -waq-im ti -leh-01-02 
    he arise-SP OCR-POSS basket CONJ spear OCR-get-SP PFT-go -PA-N1SG 
 
    He got up and took his basket and fishing spear and left. 
 
(4) Mataw  na   i  kazaq     garanab   leh:       yaqmo      Bekuk Gali  
    mataw  na   i  ka  -zaq  garan-ab  leh-01-02  ya-i  -mo  Bekuk Gali  
    people that we this-like bush -LOC go -PA-1PL I -OCR-EMP name  name  
 
Nakun teq  Titor. 
Nakun teq  Titor 
name  CONJ name 
 
Those of us who went to the bush are like this: me, Bekuk, Gali, Nakun 
and Titor. 
 
Another example of the use of teq to link two co-equal elements of a sentence is given 
below. In this example teq functions to link two nominalized clauses which modify the 
fronted direct object 'who'. 
(5) Id   teq  ham nog diq  in   bolim   i  giyon   yoq   soqoraq  

                                                                                                                                                  
CONJ conjunction   INTER interrogative     
DD  different subject, IPF  past imperfect   REACT reactive clitic 
  durative aspect  JUS  jussive     REAL realis marker 
DES desiderative   LOC  locative     REDUP reduplication 
DIST distributive   MM manner morpheme  REF       referential 
DP  different subject,   MOD modifier     SD  same subject, 
  punctiliar aspect  N1PL non-1st plural     durative aspect 
DPIR different subject,   N1SG non-1st singular   SP  same subject, 
  punctiliar aspect,  NEG negative       punctiliar aspect 
  irrealis mode   OCR object cross reference  SPIR same subject, 
DUB dubitative   PA  past        punctiliar aspect, 
EMP emphatic   PL   plural       irrealis mode    
 
5Where an example contains multiple occurrences of teq, the particular occurrence being referred to is in 
upper case. 
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    id   teq  ham nog diq  in   bol-im  i  gi-yon  yoq   soqor-01-aq 
    DPIR CONJ QV  who very s/he come-SP we OCR-for water scoop-PR-N1SG 
 
na   ham TEQ  uliq    gem    wastitayaq       na   ham ya ulilemeq  
na   ham teq  uliq    gem    wastitay-01-aq   na   ham ya ulilem-eq 
that QV  CONJ village center fix     -PR-N1SG that QV  I  hide  -SPIR  
 
teq  ya ahol     waqdaiq     ham. 
teq  ya a  -hol  waq-d  -aiq haq-01-m 
CONJ I  INP-body get-FUT-1SG say-PA-N1SG 
 
“(After that) then I will hide myself and then I will see just who comes 
and fetches water for us and cleans the village for us,” he said. 
 
From these examples it seems to be clear that on the noun phrase level, teq signifies a 
non-chronological addition relationship of conjoining6 between two or more nominals.  
The nature of the sequence is simply order of mention. 
 
1.2. The function of teq in the Modified Verb Phrase 
 
In Bargam, the conjunction teq may occur in the modifier slot of the modified verb 
phrase, but only with verbs encoding the durative aspect7.  In such a context teq is 
obligatorily suffixed with the emphatic marker -mo.  Consider for example, 
 
(6) Ya didaq teqmo    neqaiq. 
    ya didaq teq -mo  neq-01-aiq 
    I  food  CONJ-EMP eat-PR-1SG 
 
    I am still eating. 
  
(7) An in  le garom             teqmo    nagad     luwsa        ya 
    an in  le garom             teq -mo  nag   -ad luw      -sa ya 
    DP she go long.hooked.stick CONJ-EMP search-SD go.around-DD I 
 
masel     tireg. 
masel     ti  -reg -01-02 
betel.nut PFT-climb-PA-1SG 
 
And while she was still looking for the long hooked stick (to pull down 
hands of betel nut) I climbed the betel nut tree. 
 
In (6) and (7), teq re-inforces the unbounded, open-ended (i.e., durative) temporal 
character of the verb it precedes and functions to indicate explicitly that the event referred 
to is ‘in process’ and has not yet reached its anticipated termination.   
 

                                                 
6Terminology used to describe this relationship is taken from Beekman, Callow and Kopesec,  
(1981:81-83) 
7This would include durative aspect medial verbs and final verbs in either present or past imperfect tense. 
Cf. Hepner 1995 for a fuller discussion of tense, aspect and modality in Bargam. 
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Excursus8: The function of the emphatic marker -mo 
 

A brief explanation of the suffix -mo is in order at this point and will further elucidate 
the meaning conveyed by teqmo in examples (6) and (7) above.  The suffix -mo occurs on 
a wide variety of words and is best understood as a marker of emphasis.  Thus when it 
occurs on modifiers it is the quality or manner which is in focus, apart from comparison 
with anything else. 
 
(8) Ya didaq iyahmo   ney. 
    ya didaq iyah-mo  neq-01-y 
    I  food  big -EMP eat-PA-1SG 
 
    I ate a lot of food.(Not the biggest plateful or more than anyone 

else, just a lot!) 
 
When -mo occurs on nouns it focuses attention on the exclusiveness of the referent(s). 
 
(9) Yaqmo      kilek na   sisoy. 
    ya-i  -mo  kilek na   sisoq-01-y 
    I -OCR-EMP bow   that carve-PA-1SG 
 
    It was I who carved that bow. (And not someone else.) 
 
In a similar manner, -mo may occur independently at the beginning of a clause, again 
emphasizing the exclusiveness of the proposition being expressed. 
 
(10) Ya bilay       ham, Mo  pesanta   ag    bolim   ka-zaq    i  
   ya bilaq-01-02 ham  mo  pesan-ta  ag    bol -im ka  -zaq  i 
     I  say-PA-1SG  QV   EMP far  -MOD INDEF come-SP this-like we 
 
giyon   kabibiy emad  luwayta               ham. 
gi -yon kabibiy em-ad luw      -01-ay-ta    haq-01-m 
OCR-for work    do-SD go.around-PR-N1PL-MOD QV -PA-N1SG 
 
"I said(thought), 'Only/just some persons from far away come and in this 
way do work for us,'" he said. 
 
When -mo occurs on medial verbs it emphasizes immediate temporal succession (also 
cf. example 21). 
 
(11) In eraqimmo      sibtitayimmo    kamisibmo     itim. 
     in eraq  -im-mo  sibtitay-im-mo  kamis-ib -mo  itiq   -01-m 
     he arise -SP-EMP run.fast-SP-EMP sea  -LOC-EMP descend-PA-N1SG 
 
     He immediately got up and ran very fast and went down to the sea. 
 
(12) Kwah  eman  i  huritadmo    i  tisib. 
   kwah  em-an i  hurit-ad-mo  i  ti -sib-01-02 
   sound do-DP we hear -SD-EMP we PFT-run-PA-1PL 
 
   It made a noise and we hearing it, immediately ran. 
 

                                                 
8According to Webster’s New World Dictionary (1968:498), an excursus is “a detailed discussion of some 
point in a work, added as an appendix.”  However, since the discussion in each excursus is so closely 
linked to what is being described in the section where it occurs, I have chosen to include all of them in the 
body of the paper, rather than appending them to the end. 
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Interestingly, this idea of immediate temporal succession is found in the Bargam word for 
‘morning’. Tarow-mo ‘night-EMP’, could be expressed literally to mean ‘that (time of 
day) which occurs immediately after night’. 

With this background the function of teqmo in examples (6) and (7) above becomes 
clearer.  In the word teqmo the two ideas of ‘adding together’ and ‘immediate temporal 
succession’ are combined.  In (6) and (7) above, its presence immediately preceding a 
dynamic9 verb implies or anticipates a continued sequencing or adding together of 
individual repetitions of the event, in close succession, for an unspecified length of time 
extending into the immediate future. 

By way of summary then, it seems that teq is used on the noun phrase level to 
indicate that there is a non-chronological addition relationship of conjoining obtaining 
between two or more nominal constructions. In such instances the notion of sequence is 
present only in the sense of order of mention and not order in time.  On the verb phrase 
level, teq, suffixed with the emphatic marker -mo, indicates immediate temporal 
succession within the scope of the durative aspect of the verb it is modifying, i.e. it 
signifies that the action of the verb it modifies has not yet reached its anticipated 
termination. It implies an open-ended adding together of individual repetitions of the 
event referred to, a state of affairs which is necessarily envisioned as continuing on into 
the immediate future, since the end-point of the event remains unspecified.  In this 
instance the notion of temporal sequence is clearly implied since iterated events 
necessarily occur one after the other in time.   
 
2.  Aspects of interclausal coherence signified by teq 
 

We now turn our attention to the functions of teq on the sentence level.  This section 
highlights the ways in which Bargam links clauses using the conjunction teq. Our goal, as 
stated above, is to survey and describe the various sentence structures in which teq occurs 
and determine the meaning conveyed in each instance.  In Givon’s words, we will be 
attempting a “careful parallel analysis of  the structural facts of clause integration and 
the functional facts of event integration.” (1990:826)  By far, the most common 
grammatical context in which teq occurs is an independent sentence composed of one or 
more medial verb clauses followed by a final verb clause.  Building on the notions 
discovered in the previous section, we will attempt to further explicate the thread of 
meaning running through sentence-level occurrences of this conjunction. 
 
2.1. Medial  clauses + teq 
 
Bargam is a clause-chaining language exhibiting the features described for such 
languages by Longacre (1985:238), including the distinction between medial and final 
verb forms.  Medial verbs in Bargam are distinguished, as in other clause-chaining 
languages, by morphology10 and distribution.  Bargam medial verbs are obligatorily 

                                                 
9Cf. Hepner 1995 for a discussion of dynamic (i.e. actions or processes) and static (i.e. physical orientation 
stative) verbs in Bargam. 
10The set of medial verb suffixes is divided into three sets of two as follows: 
  -im same subject, punctilar aspect, realis        \    (SP) 
  -an different subject, punctilar aspect, realis    /  (DP) 
  -ad same subject, durative aspect, realis         \ (SD) 
  -sa different subject, durative aspect, realis    / (DD) 
  -eq same subject, punctiliar aspect, irrealis     \   (SPIR) 
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marked for aspect, either durative or punctiliar, and mode, either realis or irrealis.  They 
may also be marked for perfect aspect11 .  Final verbs encode, in addition to all the 
semantic features of medial verbs, person, number, tense and mood distinctions.  
 
2.2. Types of medial clauses 
 
A typical medial clause in Bargam is marked both for aspect (either durative or 
punctiliar) and mode (either realis or irrealis). Punctiliar medial clauses encode events 
that are viewed in their entirety, that is, as completed wholes.  As an example, consider 
the following in which the events ‘eating’ and ‘coming’ are viewed as ‘points’ with no 
indication of duration: 
 
(13) Ad in  le nabag          waqit  gigo    didaq ag    na   neqim  
     ad in  le na  -b  -ag    waqit  gi -go  didaq ag    na   neq-im  
     SD she go that-LOC-INDEF spirit OCR-POSS food INDEF that eat-SP 
 
 
in  bolim   aduw        na   inaq     tuqos. 
in  bol -im a  -duw     na   i  -naq  ti -os -01-02 
she come-SP INP-husband that OCR-with PFT-sit-PA-N1SG 
 
And she went somewhere and ate some kind of food that spirits eat and 
came and remained with her husband. 
 
Durative medial clauses encode events which are portrayed as enduring through time.   
 
(14) Ari  saw   tihastayan    i  ginenan       didaq oyan    i  
     ari  saw   ti -hastay-an i  gi -nen   -an didaq oy  -an i  
   O.K. place PFT-clear -DP we INP-mother-PL food  cook-DP we  
 
tineqad12  i  le subak   irimo     i  humabab   eman   usta  
ti -neq-ad i  le subak   irimo     i  humab-ab  em-an  us   -01-02  -ta  
PFT-eat-SD we go tree.sp yesterday we pile -LOC put-DP sleep-PA-N1SG-MOD  
 
na   i  gisorim      yoq   ahulib         emim   emim   a   tile  
na   i  gi -sor  -im yoq   a  -hul   -ib  em -im em -im a   ti-le  
that we OCR-carry-SP water INP-middle-LOC put-SP put-SP ACC PFT-go 
 
tile   hiqiy  bugan   na   mataw asor in   gigo     sawiytab         
ti -le hiqiy  bug -an na   mataw asor in   gi -go   sawiy   -ta -b   
PFT-go finish DIST-DP that men   some they OCR-POSS clearing-MOD-LOC 
 
in   baybay  emad    i  gibaqtonsa      i  subak   sorad     
in   baybay  em  -ad i  gi -baqton  -sa i  subak   sor  -ad  
they shelter make-SD we OCR-wait.for-DD we tree.sp carry-SD  

                                                                                                                                                  
  -id different subject, punctiliar aspect, irrealis  /  (DPIR) 
For a fuller discussion of Bargam medial verbs, cf. Hepner 1992. 
11Cf. Hepner 1995 for a discussion of the perfect aspect marker ti- in Bargam.  In Bargam, perfect aspect, 
which encodes such notions as anteriority and current relevance, is distinguished from the punctiliar aspect 
which designates an event or state viewed as a completed whole or point (cf. also footnote 12). 
12tineqad ‘had already spent an unspecified amount of time eating’ is a convenient illustration of the 
convergence of a variety of aspectual notions in one form.  The verb neq ‘eat’ is inherently dynamic, it 
denotes an event viewed in its entirety (punctiliar aspect) rather than a state (durative aspect).  The medial 
verb suffix -ad ‘same subject, durative aspect’, indicates that the ‘eating’ endured over an unspecfied span 
of time.  Finally, the prefix ti- ‘perfect aspect’, signifies current relevance and anteriority, i.e., ‘already’.   
Conversely, an inherently static verb (i.e., ‘sleep’) may, in Bargam, be marked for punctiliar aspect (cf. ex. 
15).  In such cases only the fact that the event occurred is in view, with no reference to its duration. 
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luw. 
luw       -01-02 
go.around.-PA-1PL 
 
O.K., when it was light our mothers cooked food and when we had eaten it 
we went and carried the subak that we had yesterday piled up and put it 
along the river until it was all used up ... now while we were carrying 
subak some men were making a shelter in their clearing and waiting for 
us. 
 
Events encoded in durative medial clauses may or may not overlap temporally with 
subsequent events depending on the class of verb and whether or not it is marked for 
durative aspect.  Stative verbs, verbs of motion and verbs of perception in medial clauses 
marked for durative aspect do overlap temporally with a following dynamic verb clause. 
 
(15) In   bolim   usim     daruk   anagin neqnan  ta    lehad  in  
     in   bol -im us   -im daruk   anagin neq-nan ta    leh-ad in  
     they come-SP sleep-SP tree.sp seed   eat-DES REACT go -SD they  
 
gimam      buloniy. 
gi -mam    bulon-01-iy 
INP-father speak.to-PA-N1PL 
 
They came and slept and as they were going back to eat daruk seeds they 
spoke to their father. 
 
(16) Gwalan    in   ahol     waqad  Anna bilam,        Ka   dimunmo  
     gwal  -an in   a  -hol  waq-ad Anna bilaq-01-m    ka   dimun-mo  
   ascend-DP they INP-body get-SD name say  -PA-N1SG this good -EMP  
 
tiqiy          ham. 
ti -iy-01-02   haq-01-m 
PFT-be-PA-N1SG QV-PA-N1SG 
 
(It boiled) and they saw it and Anna said, “This is good.” (i.e. “This 
has boiled long enough.”) 
 
(17) Kuduqib   osad   nagah     neqiy       na   bunmo   nil   bugan  
     kuduq-ib  os -ad nagah     neq-01-iy   na   bun-mo  nil   bug-an  
     pit  -LOC sit-SD something eat-PA-N1PL that all-EMP vomit EXH-DP  
 
gwatim. 
gwatiq  -01-m 
come.out-PA-N1SG 
 
They vomited up all of the things that they had eaten while they were in 
the pit. 
 
In (15) the ‘going’ (lehad) overlaps or encompasses the ‘speaking’ (buloniy).  In (16) the 
‘seeing’ (ahol waqad) presumably continues while the speaking takes place since what is 
being looked at (ka ‘this) is the topic being spoken about.  In (17) the ‘eating’ is included 
within the time spent in the pit (osad ‘sitting/remaining’). 

Dynamic verbs in medial clauses marked for durative aspect do not normally encode 
temporal overlap with a following dynamic verb clause marked for punctiliar aspect. 
 
(18) Haqan  amidon didaq karuw neqad  ahiy                     amikta  
     haq-an amidon didaq karuw neq-ad a  -hiy                  amik-ta   
     QV -DP child  food  meat  eat-SD INP-sibling.opposite.sex small-MOD  
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Baygay in bulon. 
Baygay in bulon   -01-02. 
name   he speak.to-PA-N1SG 
 
And his child ate the food and meat and spoke to his sister Baygay. 
 
In example (18), the same person does the eating and the speaking.  The dynamic verb 
neqad ‘eating’ is portrayed as enduring for a time, but is necessarily understood as being 
completed before the speaking begins. This is made even clearer by the next example.  
 
(19) Ago      es         emad   siswariy waqim  abutbut     
     a  -go   es         em -ad siswariy waq-im a  -butbut  
     OCR-POSS belongings put-SD broom    get-SP INP-ash     
 
wolilamim      ad  gwa    bitab     tilah. 
wolilam    -im ad  gwa    bit  -ab  ti -leh-01-02 
knock.loose-SP ACC ascend house-LOC PFT-go -PA-N1SG 
 
He put his belongings (down) and got a broom and knocked off the dust 
and took it up into the house. 
 
In this example, there is no temporal overlap between the ‘putting’ (emad) and the 
‘getting’ (waqim).  The first event is necessarily completed before the other takes place. 
 
2.3. Punctiliar realis medial clauses + teq 
 
In the following example teq occurs with a series of same-subject, punctiliar aspect 
medial clauses, and a punctiliar aspect past tense final verb. 
 
(20) An sirewrew na   lehim  og     dubta     in waqim   ahol 
     an sirewrew na   leh-im og     dub  -ta  in waq -im a  -hol 
     DP wild.man that go -SP ground black-MOD he take-SP INP-body 
 
huz  ugim       teq  in bolim   bilam,        Ya ne gimam      kawa  
huz  ug     -im teq  in bol -im bilaq-01-m    ya ne gi-mam     kawa 
wash give.it-SP CONJ he come-SP say  -PA-N1SG I you INP-father here  
 
ham. 
haq-01-m 
say-PA-N1SG 
 
And the wild bush man went and covered himself with black dirt and then 
he came and said, “This is me your father.” 
 
This example is taken from a story about a fabeled wild man of the rain forest who is 
trying to trick two girls into believing that he is their father.  When they tell him that he 
can’t be their father, because their father has very black skin, he goes off and covers 
himself with black dirt and returns.  Teq effectively divides the sentence into two parts: 
a) What the wild man goes off and does; b) What he does when he returns.  The 
conjunction serves to emphasize the temporal priority of the events in (a) over the events 
in (b) by explicitly linking the ‘before’ and ‘after’ parts of the sentence in a temporal 
sequence, i.e., the wild man first went and covered himself with black dirt and then came 
and spoke.  It should be observed at this point also that the length of intervening time 
between the two parts is unspecified. 

Consider another example: 
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(21a) Nazaq     haqanmo    i  asor le tuqus. 
      nazaq     haq-an-mo  i  asor le ti -us   -01-02 
      like.that say-DP-EMP we some go PFT-sleep-PA-1PL 
 
(21b) Sa asor osim   teq  le usiy. 
      sa asor os-im  teq  le us   -01-iy 
      DD some sit-SP CONJ go sleep-PA-N1PL 
 
      a. (The elders) spoke like that and immediately some of us went 
and slept.  b. And some stayed and then went and slept. 
 
In example (21) above, village elders have told a group of boys to go and sleep because 
tomorrow they have a hard day of work ahead of them.  Some respond immediately by 
going off to bed (21a), while others remain a while longer and then go (21b).  In (21b), 
teq, following a punctiliar aspect medial verb signals that some of the boys only went off 
to sleep after they had sat/remained where they were (for an unspecified length of time). 

The above examples illustrate the primary way in which the event integration 
function of teq is expressed in the clause structure of Bargam sentences.  In both 
examples (20) and (21), the medial verbs occurring immediately before the teq are 
marked for punctiliar aspect, indicating that the events encoded are viewed in their 
entirety and as such are construed as terminated prior to the events which follow the 
conjunction.  In each instance teq emphasizes temporal sequence, i.e. the prior 
occurence in time of one event or series of events over another event or series of events. 
 
2.4. Durative realis medial clauses + teq 
 
In the following sections, constructions without the conjunction are presented along with 
similar structures in which the conjunction is present in order to provide a basis for 
comparison.  The constructions are categorized according to the type of verb (dynamic 
vs. stative) in each of the conjoined clauses. 
 
2.4.1. Durative medial clause followed by a dynamic verb clause 
 
As mentioned above (cf. 2.2. examples (18) and (19) above), when a dynamic durative 
medial clause is followed by another dynamic verb clause with punctiliar aspect, there is 
no temporal overlap.  Consequently, when teq conjoins a dynamic durative medial verb 
clause with a dynamic verb clause marked for punctiliar aspect the conjunction 
emphasizes the temporal priority of the first clause over the second in a fashion identical 
to the way it operates with punctiliar medial clauses (cf. 2.3. above).   
 
(22) Ni  bolid     i  leheq    dalag   ginuweq     sirikeq    tituweq  
     ni  bol -id   i  leh-eq   dalag   ginuw -eq   sirik-eq   tituw-eq 
   you come-DPIR we go -SPIR tree.sp gather-SPIR boil -SPIR crack-SPIR 
 
iltoneq    a   leheq    yuwub     emad   teq  i  bolam       
ilton-eq   a   leh-eq   yuw  -ib  em -ad teq  i  bol -01 -am  
wrap -SPIR ACC go -SPIR water-LOC put-SD CONJ we come-FUT-1PL  
 
ham. 
haq-01-m 
QV -PA-N1SG 
 
You come and we will go (there) and gather dalag (nuts) and boil them 
and crack them and wrap them up and take them and put them in the river 
and then we will come. 
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In this example, the teq serves to emphasize the temporal priority of the events preceding 
the conjunction over the final clause.  These activities will all be completed first and then 
they will come back. 
 
(23) Aduwmo          leheq    amun  ases            inaq     ossa  
     a  -duw    -mo  leh-eq   amun  a  -ses         i  -naq  os -sa  
     INP-husband-EMP go -SPIR child INP-grandparent OCR-with sit-DD 
 
gibiyad    teq  boleq     awey     inaq     ta    osyaq. 
gi -biy-ad teq  bol -eq   a  -wey  i  -naq  ta    os -y  -aq 
OCR-see-SD CONJ come-SPIR INP-wife OCR-with REACT sit-IPF-N1SG 
 
Her husband (emp) would go and visit the child with his grandfather and 
then come and be again with his wife. 
 
In example (23), the narrator states that it was the husband’s habit (indicated by the past 
imperfect tense of the final verb) to go and visit with the child and his grandparent for a 
while (durative aspect medial suffixes are used to focus on the extended duration of the 
visits) and then come home (punctiliar aspect) and be again with his wife. Although teq 
conjoins two medial verbs one of which is marked for durative aspect, there can be no 
temporal overlap (simultaneity) between the two for the simple reason that it would be 
impossible for the man to be visiting the child in one place and at the same time have 
arrived (expressed by a punctiliar aspect medial verb) where his wife was.  Here the teq 
emphasizes the temporal sequence and the completion of one event before the 
commencement of the next. 
 
2.4.2. Durative medial clause followed by a durative verb clause 
 
When the clause following the teq contains a dynamic verb with durative aspect, there is 
always temporal overlap.  Consider for comparison, the following examples in which a 
durative aspect dynamic verb is followed immediately by an durative aspect final verb 
(both present and past imperfect tense encode durative aspect) with no intervening 
conjunction.   
 
(24) Abas Anna bulonim     bilam,        Ya maroq  lakem samanmo  
     Abas Anna bulon   -im bilaq-01-m,   Ya maroq  lakem saman-mo 
     name name speak.to-SP say  -PA-N1SG I  banana name  empty-EMP  
 
neqad  ituw     tihiqiyaq          ham. 
neq-ad i-tuw    ti -hiqiy -01-aq   haq-01-m 
eat-SD INP-will PFT-finish-PR-N1SG QV -PA-N1SG 
 
Abas said to Anna, "I am tired of/dislike eating lakem bananas plain." 
 
(25) Sibim  lehad  i  ek   tonyauq,     Bul nawa      lehaq  
   sib-im leh-ad i  ek   ton-y  -auq, Bul na  -wa   leh-01-aq  
     run-SP go -SD we yell do -IPF-1PL  pig that-PLOC go -PR-N1SG  
 
o haqyauq. 
o haq-y  -auq. 
o QV -IPF-1SG 
 
We ran and as we were going we were yelling, "The pig is going that way 
o." 
 
In both of these examples the events encoded by the juxtaposed clauses overlap 
temporally.   
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In the same type of construction, when teq conjoins the two dynamic durative aspect 
clauses, the events are still construed as overlapping temporally.  The teq does not block 
the overlapping of one event with the next, but rather serves to emphasize the temporal 
priority of the initial boundary of the first event over the initial boundary of the second. 
 
(26) Lehim  in   an         ager ager lehad  teq  garan bay     yaqay. 
     leh-im in   an         ager ager leh-ad teq  garan bay     yaq-ay 
     go -SP they each.other side side go -SD CONJ bush  step.on IPF-N1PL 
 
     They went and they were going side by side and they were beating 
the bush (to drive animals ahead). 
 
(27) Teq  mataw aseseqta   na   in   ay   alulib       lehad  TEQ  in  
     teq  mataw aseseq-ta  na   in   ay   a  -lul -ib  leh-ad teq  in  
     CONJ men   big.PL-MOD that they tree INP-base-LOC go -SD CONJ they  
 
bilaq yaqay... 
bilaq yaq-ay 
say IPF-N1PL 
 
And the big men were going and to the base of the tree (to offer 
sacrifice) they were saying... 
 
In (26), the ‘going side by side’ (an ager ager lehad) is commenced before the beating of 
the bush.  In (27), the ‘going’ (lehad) is represented as having commenced before the 
speaking. 
 
2.4.3. Durative medial clause followed by a stative verb clause 
 
When teq conjoins a dynamic durative medial verb clause with a stative verb clause there 
is complete temporal overlap.  The action of the stative verb may be said to be 
‘characterised’ by the events of the immediately preceding dynamic durative medial 
clauses.  Again, examples without teq are given first for comparison.   
 
(28) Haqad  in   ginamur emad  as      ulamad  tuqosiy. 
     haq-ad in   ginamur em-ad as      ulam-ad ti -os -01-iy 
     QV -SD they rest    do-SD tobacco blow-SD PFT-sit-PA-N1PL 
 
     And they rested and smoked. 
 
(29) Amun  gwale     kor waqim  zirim   tuq    tonad  guren   alonib  
   amun  gwa   -le kor waq-im zir -im tuq    ton-ad guren   alon-ib 
     child ascend-go pod get-SP slit-SP bundle do -SD coconut top -LOC 
 
ossa   amam       ahol     eman   haiq. 
os -sa a  -mam    a  -hol  em -an haiq 
sit-DD INP-father INP-body put-DP NEG 
 
The child went up and got a pod and slit it into strips and while he was 
sitting in the top of the coconut tree tying it into a bundle his father 
waited and nothing happened. 
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(30) Huhuw neman    in aholnanmo        ek   tonad  usyaq. 
     huhuw nem  -an in a  -hol -nan-mo  ek   ton-ad us   -y  -aq 
     swell utter-DP he INP-body-REF-EMP yell do -SD sleep-IPF-N1SG 
 
     It swelled and he was lying (there) yelling about himself (i.e., 
crying out in pain). 
 
In the same type of construction, when teq conjoins the two clauses, the two events are 
always construed as overlapping in time, and the relationship of temporal priority is 
between initial boundaries.   
 
(31) I lehid    ginol   em daqay    haqad  teq  in   os  yaqay. 
     i leh-id   gi -wol em daq-ay   haq-ad teq  in   os  yaq-ay 
     we go-DPIR OCR-hit do FUT-N1PL QV -SD CONJ they sit IPF-N1PL 
 
     Thinking, "If we go they will kill us," they were remaining/sitting 
(there). 
 
(32) Na   in giholib      hiqiyad   in ahol     zaway diq    ugad  
     na   in gi -hol -ib  hiqiy -ad in a  -hol  zaway diq    ug  -ad  
     that he INP-body-LOC finish-SD he INP-body power INTENS give-SD  
 
teq  in usyaq. 
teq  in us   -y  -aq 
CONJ he sleep-IPF-N1SG 
 
That (one) he was ignoring them and keeping his body stiff and he was 
lying (there). 
 
In example (31) the people’s ‘thinking’ overlaps with the ‘sitting/remaining’.  Likewise, 
in (32), the ‘ignoring’ and ‘keeping his body stiff’ overlap with the ‘lying’. 
 
2.4.4.  Stative medial clause followed by a dynamic verb clause 
 
When teq conjoins a stative medial verb clause with a dynamic verb clause there is again 
temporal overlap.  The action of the stative verb has already begun before the the event of 
the subsequent dynamic durative aspect clause occurs.  For purposes of comparison, 
examples (33) to (35), illustrating this particular combination of clauses without the 
conjunction, are presented first. 
 
(33) Eraqim   ago      banab             osad    in bilam,      Ya 
     eraq -im a  -go   ban           -ab os  -ad in bilaq-01-m, Ya  
     arise-SP OCR-POSS reposing.place-LOC sit-SD he say-PA-N1SG I 
 
ham muran bab   inol    daqay    daqagya   ham.  
ham muran bab   i  -nol daq-ay   daqag-ya  ham 
QV  today enemy OCR-hit FUT-N1PL DUB  -DUB QV 
 
He arose and was sitting on his bed and he said, "Today my enemies will 
probably attack me." 
 
(34) Mat na   kudor       abilikin    waz naqmo     hiqiyim   turad  
     mat na   kudor       a  -bilikin waz  na  -mo  hiqiy -im tur  -ad 
     man that tree.possum INP-tail    hold that-EMP finish-SP stand-SD 
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in atul  tuqulumyaq. 
in atul  ti-ulum-y-aq 
he shout PFT-pierce-IPF-N1SG 
 
The man firmly grasped the tail of the tree possum and was standing and 
he was calling out (for help). 
 
(35) In osad   kabiy emad  bul hurorad  in osim   fageq   aben  
     in os -ad kabiy em-ad bul huror-ad in os -im fageq   a  -ben 
     he sit-SD work  do-SD pig raise-SD he sit-SP tree.sp INP-arm  
 
anen       amalib   afaqin    wolturan         in  mom         na  
a  -nen    amal-ib  a  -faqin woltur       -an in  mom-01-02   na  
INP-mother with-LOC INP-head  break.through-DP she die-PA-N1SG that 
 
ulal    tonnan  haqad  aduwmo          in alenan        gigo     hib  
ulal    ton-nan haq-ad a  -duw    -mo  in a  -len   -an gi -go   hib  
visible do -DES QV -SD INP-husband-EMP he INP-in.law-PL OCR-POSS LOC 
 
in tubol. 
in ti -bol -01-02 
he PFT-come-PA-1SG 
 
He lived and did work and raised pigs and intending to reveal the limb 
of the fageq tree that her (his wife's) mother had used to break her 
(his wife's) head and she died, her husband came to his in-laws. 
 
In the same type of construction, when the two clauses are conjoined by teq, temporal 
overlap still exists and the conjunction functions to emphasize the fact that the states were 
already in existence when the event of the following clause takes place.  In this sense, the 
stative medial clause functions as a kind of setting to what follows13. 
 
(36) Kwaziqmo   ya ihol     amik  nog  luwad        teq  kam araq ya  
     kwaziq-mo  ya i  -hol  amik  nog  luw      -ad teq  kam araq ya  
     old   -EMP I  INP-body small like go.around-SD CONJ day a    I  
 
iqam     inaq     i  tileh          masel     waqnan. 
i  -am   i  -naq  i  ti -leh-01-02  masel     waq-nan 
INP-aunt OCR-with we PFT-go -PA-1PL betel.nut get-DES 
 
Before when I was small, then one day my aunt and I, we went to get 
betel nut. 
 
(37) Yay tonim  imisor    in   humab     emim  osad   teq  bilaqiy, ... 
     yay ton-im imisor    in   humab     em-im os -ad teq  bilaq-01-iy 
     pit do -SP afternoon they gathering do-SP sit-SD CONJ say  -PA-N1PL 
 
They buried him and in the afternoon they gathered and were sitting and 
then they said, ... 
 
(38) In turad    teq  in awey     abe        yahyaq. 
     in tur  -ad teq  in a  -wey  a  -be     yah -y  -aq 
     he stand-SD CONJ he INP-wife INP-bottom urge-IPF-N1SG 
 
   He was standing and then he was urging his wife. 
 
As in previous examples, teq in this context emphasizes the sequential relationship 
obtaining between the starting points of two events which overlap temporally. 
                                                 
13Cf. Hepner 1995 for a discussion of the use of durative medial verbs with past perfect tense final verbs to 
mark background material in Bargam narrative discourse.  Also cf. footnote 15. 
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2.5. Medial irrealis clause + teq 
 
A simple future tense sentence in Bargam typically contains one or more irrealis mode 
medial verbs14 and a final future tense verb.  In this type of construction the relationship 
between the actions encoded by medial verbs in irrealis mode and the final verb is simple 
chronological sequence. 

 
(39) I  bul hunogeq    wizeq      titaleq     oyeq      i  neqam. 
     i  bul hunog-eq   wiz  -eq   tital -eq   oy  -eq   i  neq-01 -am 
     we pig spear-SPIR singe-SPIR cut.up-SPIR cook-SPIR we eat-FUT-1PL 
 
We will spear the pig and singe it and cut it up and cook it and we will 
eat it. 

 
In the above example the medial clauses encode a series of events which lead up to the 
eating of a pig. Each step properly follows the preceding one sequentially. 

When an intervening teq separates one or more irrealis medial verbs from a future 
tense final verb, the fundamental emphasis is again on the temporal priority of one event 
over another.  However it is not surprising that in certain contexts the chronological 
relationship of sequence becomes in fact, a logical relationship of contingency.  In such 
instances the relationship between the medial verb(s) preceding the conjunction become 
the necessary condition(s) upon which the accomplishment of the final verb is made 
contingent.  The degree of conditionality expressed varies depending on the context. 

 
(40) Yaqmo leheq    bad  asitag       na   titeq    bugeq     teq  
     ya-mo leh-eq   bad  asit  -ag    na   titeq    bug -eq   teq  
     I-EMP go -SPIR weed little-INDEF that pull.out DIST-SPIR teq  
 
boldaiq      ham. 
bol -d  -aiq haq-01-m 
come-FUT-1SG QV -PA-N1SG 
 
“I myself will go and completely pull out those few weeds and then I 
will come back,” he said. 
 
Here the teq emphasizes the chronological sequence between the two events, i.e. before 
he comes home he will pull all the weeds and after that he will come home. In a weak 
sense the ‘coming’ may be said to be contingent upon the accomplishment of the weed 
pulling, but since the agent is the same for both events (and he would actually be free to 
return home whenever he pleased), temporal sequence is still mainly in focus. 

Example (41) below contains a sentence in which teq marks a proposition which, in 
the context, expresses a somewhat greater degree of condition/contingency. 
 

                                                 
14Durative aspect medial verbs function in both realis and irrealis modes.  There is a separate set of 
punctiliar aspect irrealis medial verb suffixes. Cf. footnotes 10 and 15. 
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(41) Kab       useq       babeq    gime    saw  waqad15 teq  leh daqay  
     ka  -b    us   -eq   babeq    gi -me  saw  waq-ad  teq  leh daq-ay  
     this-LOC  sleep-SPIR tomorrow INP-eye area get-SP  CONJ go  FUT-PL  
 
haqiy. 
haq-01-iy 
QV -PA-3PL 
 
“Sleep here and tomorrow your eyes will be seeing and then you will go,” 
they said. 
 
In the above example a man and his sister have been visiting some relatives and as they 
are about to leave it begins to rain heavily.  As a result the relatives advise them to spend 
the night and go back to their village the next day, after the weather has cleared.  Here, 
the medial clause preceding teq contains the explicit time word ‘tomorrow’ emphasizing 
that the departure should be delayed until the next day after the rain has stopped and 
conditions enabling clear sight return.  Though, as in (40) above, the agent is the same for 
both the seeing and the going, in a real sense, the conditions for seeing clearly are 
completely out of his control.  Thus the sense that the proposition contained in the medial 
clause is to be made a condition upon which the final verb event takes place is stronger 
than in (40).  The speakers are exhorting the hearer to make ‘seeing clearly’ a condition 
upon which the ‘going’ is contingent. 

As mentioned above, the use of teq to mark a condition/contingency relationship is a 
natural extension of its basic meaning of conjoining in a chronological sequence.  Just as 
in a linear series of events certain ones necessarily occur prior to certain others, so in 
future conditions the condition temporally (as well as logically) precedes the actions 
made contingent upon it.  In the following example, chronological sequence, while 
clearly part of the meaning, takes a backseat to logical priority (contingency) as the 
primary relationship signified by teq. 
 
(42) Ni  haqiy leheq    faq  asor waqeq    a   bolid     teq  i  
     ni  haqiy leh-eq   faq  asor waq-eq   a   bol -id   teq  i 
     you QV    go -SPIR fire some get-SPIR ACC come-DPIR CONJ we 
 
ninmen       karuw araq wol emam       haqiy. 
ni  -ni -men karuw araq wol em-01 -am  haq-01-iy 
you -OCR-for meat  a    hit do-FUT-1PL say-PA-N1PL 
 
“(If) You go and bring back some fire, then we will kill a pig for you,” 
they said. 
 
In example (42) some ancestors of the Bargam people are quoted as promising a kaul 
lizard that if he goes to a nearby volcanic island and brings back some fire for them, then 
they will kill a pig and give him the meat as a form of payment for his help.  Here teq 
follows a series of irrealis mode medial clauses which encode the condition that must be 
met before the promise is kept. 
 

                                                 
15It is important to reiterate that durative medial verbs encode states or iterated events for which no 
terminal boundary is construed.  Since under the scope of durative aspect no single stage in a process or no 
one particular, i.e. referentially unique, occurrence of an event is in view, such open-ended states or events 
are cognitively less 'real' than those encoded with punctiliar aspect.  For this reason durative aspect medial 
verbs may co-occur with both realis and irrealis mode final verbs. 
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2.6. Desiderative mood medial clause + teq 
 
In the following examples teq occurs immediately following a medial verb with a 
desiderative mood suffix. 
 
(43) Ari  muran kabiy nagah     bunmo   i  emnan  teq  i  ezaq  
     ari  muran kabiy nagah     bun-mo  i  em-nan teq  i  e    -zaq  
     O.K. today work  something all-EMP we do-DES CONJ we INTER-like 
 
tonam? 
ton-01-am 
do-FUT-1PL 
 
O.K., today when we are going to/about to/intending to do work or 
anything else, what will we do (next, i.e., following the intention to 
commence work)? 
 
This example is taken from a hortatory text in which the author is exhorting people to 
pray and commit their work to God before commencing the activity.  Here the 
consideration of what to do next comes after the intention/decision to do something 
already exists.  Posing the question “What will we do next?” presupposes an already 
existing prior intention to do something. Sentence (20) could be paraphrased, “Once we 
have determined to do some particular work, then what should we do next?”  
 
(44) Ni  ham tum        ni  hureq na   hiqiyeq     ari  ham  kam  
     ni  ham tum        ni  hureq na   hiqiy -eq   ari  ham  kam  
     you QV  loin.cloth you pull  that finish-SPIR O.K. QV   time  
 
ni  nideq      ahuligen tugwalsa      ham o  ni  nidagoran       
ni  ni -deq    ahuligen tu -gwal  -sa ham o  ni  ni -dagor -an   
you INP-armpit hair     PFT-appear-DD QV  or you INP-crotch-POM   
 
ahuligen tugwalsa      ham nimos   amalin  in tubolnan     ham teq  
ahuligen tu -gwal  -sa ham ni -mos amalin  in tu -bol -nan ham teq  
hair     PFT-appear-DD QV  INP-lip surface it PFT-come-DES QV  CONJ 
 
nab      ham ni  niben   nisen   harara tinem          na   diq  
na  -b   ham ni  ni -ben ni -sen harara ti -nem        na   diq  
that-LOC QV  you INP-arm INP-leg shake  PFT-make.noise that very  
 
tiqiydaqta          ham. 
ti -iy-d  -aq  -ta  haq-01-m 
PFT-be-FUT-N1SG-MOD QV -PA-N1SG 
 
After you pull your loin cloth really tight, O.K. at the time your 
armpit hair begins to appear and your pubic hair begins to appear and 
your moustache is about to come then at that time your whole body will 
begin to shake/shiver (with sexual urgency). 
 
Here again the teq marks the boundary between a set of conditions encoded by a string of 
medial verbs in irrealis mode and the final (future tense) clause.  These conditions are not 
simply listed as steps in a process, or means to an end.  The ‘shivering’ is predicated on 
the assumption that  the conditions specified have already been achieved.  These 
examples demonstrate that the function of  teq with a desiderative mood medial verb is 
much the same as its use with other irrealis medial verb clauses to indicate a relationship 
of condition/contingency. 
 
2.7. Frustration clauses + teq 
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In Bargam, a punctiliar medial verb clause marked for different subject, followed by the 
clausal negator haiq is used to express frustration16.  In the following examples, provided 
for comparison, this construction occurs without the conjunction teq.  
 
(45) Eman   haiq aw    balaw      tonim  ad  hiti    ugan    in  
     em -an haiq aw    balaw      ton-im ad  hiti    ug  -an in  
     put-DP NEG  woman decoration do -SP ACC descend give-DP he  
 
afaqin    ugad    aw    waqim  inaq     tilah. 
a  -faqin ug  -ad aw    waq-im i  -naq  ti -leh-01-02 
INP-head  give-SD woman get-SP OCR-with PFT-go -PA-N1SG 
 
They put it with no result and they decorated the woman and brought her 
down(to the ground) and gave her to him and he nodded and took the woman 
and went with her. 
 
(46) An in   giduw       abaqtonim  osan   haiq in   an  
     an in   gi -duw     abaqton-im os -an haiq in   an 
     DP they OCR-husband wait   -SP sit-DP NEG  they each.other  
 
tubuloniy. 
ti -bulon   -01-iy 
PFT-speak.to-PA-N1PL 
 
And they waited for their husband with no result (he didn't come) and 
they spoke to each other. 
 
In (45) people have tried to give a snake believed to be a spirit various gifts in order to 
send him away happy.  All their attempts meet with no success until they give him the 
woman he wants.  In (46) two wives of one man wait for his return from the garden and 
when he doesn’t arrive they speak to each other about going to meet him as he comes 
home.  In both cases the the medial verb followed haiq encodes frustration. 

When the same structure occurs with teq the focus is on temporal sequence.  It is not 
until an action is frustrated that the event of the following clause occurs.  
 
(47) Muruwoqeq      tiqsa      in  ame     le ahol     waqad  osan    
     muruwoq  -eq   tiq    -sa in  a  -me  le a  -hol  waq-ad os -an   
     flake.off-SPIR descend-DD her INP-eye go INP-body get-SD sit-DP  
 
haiq teq  in  era   tilah. 
haiq teq  in  era   ti -leh-01-02 
NEG  CONJ she arise PFT-go -PA-N1SG 
 
As it was falling to the ground she watched it without ever learning 
what it meant (i.e., with no result) and then she got up and went. 
 
Here a woman is watching a tree which seems to be shimmering or burning with pieces of 
it falling to the ground.  After studying it for a while (without result) she gets up and goes 
to investigate.  It was only after her watching of the tree brought no result (i.e. her 
curiosity was not satisfied) that she arose and went closer.   
 

                                                 
16See section 3.3. for an example of teq itself used to express frustration. 
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(48) Mataw lehim  kadug  urotim  a   bolim   ulum   nignagan        
     mataw leh-im kadug  urot-im a   bol -im ulum   nig  -nag  -an  
     men   go -SP bamboo cut -SP ACC come-SP pierce REDUP-search-DP  
 
haiq TEQ  yoq   adanin       eman    nab      lehsa  teq  in   mat  
haiq teq  yoq   a  -dan -in  em  -an na  -b   leh-sa teq  in   mat  
NEG  CONJ water INP-path-POM make-DP that-LOC go -SD CONJ they man  
 
ahulinaqta          na   ahol     waqad  hiti    mat inaqmo  
ahuliq-i  -naq -ta  na   a  -hol  waq-ad hiti    mat i  -naq -mo  
trunk -OCR-with-MOD that INP-body get-SD descend man OCR-with-EMP 
 
sorim    ad  gwa   eman   nab      in mat tuhulos. 
sor-im   ad  gwa   em -an na  -b   in mat tu -hulos -01-02 
carry-SP ACC go.up put-DP that-LOC it man PFT-let.go-PA-N1SG 
 
The men went and cut a length of bamboo and brought it and poked around 
all over with no result and then they made an exit for the water and 
after it flowed out then they saw the snake and they went down and 
carried the snake and the (dead) man up and laid it down and at that 
point it released the man. 
 
In this example, the men first poke around in the water in order to find the snake.  
However their efforts meet with no result.  Again the presence of the teq places focus on 
the temporal sequence of the conjoined events.  It was only after the poking proved 
fruitless that the alternative of removing the water was tried.  
 
2.8. Adverbial time and location clauses + teq 
 
The following example contains an adverbial time clause with no occurrence of teq.  The 
time specified is ‘last month’. 
 
(49) Ari  kalam teko        tihiqiyta              nab      Abas  
   ari  kalam teko        ti -hiqiy -01-02  -ta  na  -b   Abas  
     O.K. moon  a.while.ago PFT-finish-PA-N1SG-MOD that-LOC name 
 
ayow       Anna inaq     in   dalag   ginuwnan   in   an  
a  -yow    Anna i  -naq  in   dalag   ginuw -nan in   an  
INP-friend name OCR-with they tree.sp gather-DES they each.other  
 
buloniy. 
bulon   -01-iy 
speak.to-PA-N1PL 
 
O.K., last month Abas and Anna spoke to each other about gathering dalag 
nuts. 
 
In the next example a similarly constructed time phrase is followed by teq. 
 
(50) Kam araq yoq   ame     dimun diq  iydaq           nab      teq   
     kam araq yoq   a-me    dimun diq  iy    -d  -aq   na  -b   teq   
     day a    water INP-eye good  very become-FUT-N1SG that-LOC CONJ  
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ni  bol          haqiy. 
ni  bol -01 -02  haq-01-iy 
you come-IMP-2SG say-PA-N1PL 
 
“You come another day when the water is clear,” they said. 
 
In example (50) the man is told not to return until the water becomes clear.  Here teq 
signifies that the man’s ‘returning’ is to be made contingent upon the water becoming 
clear.   

The following example contains an adverbial location phrase followed by teq.  The 
effect is the same as in (50) above.  The speaker specifies a certain location (“Way over 
there”) to which the addressee must go before she is to follow the rest of his instructions. 
 
(51) Ni  ham le o  kob      dikdik teq  ham niben   woqeq     ham 
     ni  ham le o  ko  -b   dikdik teq  ham ni -ben woq-eq    ham 
     you QV  go oh that-LOC very   CONJ QV  INP-arm fall-SPIR QV   
 
ug     hemqan   nawa     osaqta          waq         ham. 
ug     hem -an  na  -wa  os -01-aq  -ta  waq-01 -02  haq-01-m 
banana ripe-POM that-LOC sit-PA-N1SG-MOD get-IMP-2SG say-PA-N1SG 
 
“You go way over there and then put your arm inside and get the ripe 
bananas that are there,” he said. 
 
Contrast this with the following similar example in which there is no conjunction 
following the location word nab 'there'. 
 
(52) I  yuquwad  ek   tonad  ossa   ta    mataw aseseqta   na  
     i  yuquw-ad ek   ton-ad os -sa ta    mataw aseseq-ta  na  
     we laugh-SD yell do -SD sit-DD REACT men   big   -MOD that 
 
tibilaqiy,        Ne  nab      diq  nazaq     ne  tonad  giditinmo  
ti -bilaq-01-iy   ne  na  -b   diq  nazaq     ne  ton-ad gi -ditin-mo 
PFT-say  -PA-N1PL you that-LOC INTS like.that you do -SD INP-bone -EMP 
 
emid    anamur em naqmo    hiqiyan         haqiy. 
em-id   anamur em na  -mo  hiqiy -01-an    haq-01-iy 
do-DPIR rest   do that-EMP finish-JUS-N1SG QV -PA-N1PL 
 
We were laughing and yelling and some big men said, "You right there do 
just like that and really rest yourselves well!" 
 
In (51) above the event of the final verb is made contingent on the arrival at a certain 
location.  The woman will get the ripe bananas only after she goes to the location 
specified. In (52), which contains no teq the location is simply mentioned as the place 
where the event of the final verb takes place. 

By way of summary several observations can be made at this point.  It is clear from 
all the examples in this section that teq emphasizes the chronological relationship of 
sequence  which exists between the two clauses which it conjoins.  Events encoded by 
clauses immediately preceding the conjunction are always presupposed as having been 
initiated (durative aspect) or having occurred (punctiliar aspect) prior to the events 
encoded by clauses which follow teq. 

Furthermore, when teq separates an irrealis medial clause or a frustration clause or an 
adverbial time or location clause from another irrealis clause, the information to the left 
of the conjunction becomes the condition upon which the accomplishment of the event 
predicated in the clause following teq is made contingent. 
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2.9 Co-ordinated final clauses 
 
Robert Longacre (1985:238), describing the differences between co-ranking and chaining 
structures writes: 
 

In co-ranking structures...it is possible to have several verbs of the same 
rank, commonly referred to as independent verbs.  Thus, we can speak of a 
sentence as consisting of a coordination of independent clauses....In a 
chaining structure, on the other hand, it is simply not possible to combine 
two verbs of the same rank in the same sentence. (emphasis mine) 

 
However, further on in the same article, in a discussion of the Wojokeso language, he 
does mention a sentence type in that language termed ‘coordinate sentence’ which “is 
like a co-ranking structure” (1985:272).  In these Wojokeso coordinate sentences the non-
final verb slot is filled either by a modified final verb or, in the case of a future tense 
sentence, a special medial verb form.  In neither case, apparently, is the non-final verb 
completely identical in form to a final verb. 

However in Bargam it is possible to find examples where teq is used to conjoin two 
final clauses of equal rank into a single structural unit.  

 
(53a) Usim     eraqan   tubuloniy,           Ni  Bawdig awey  
      us   -im eraq -an ti -bulon   -01-iy   ni  Bawdig a  -wey  
      sleep-SP arise-DP PFT-speak.to-PA-N1PL you name   INP-wife 
 
Lomas inaq     tigibiy             ye    haqiy?    (53b) Haqan  in  
Lomas i  -naq  ti -gi -biy-01-02   e     haq-01-iy       haq-an in  
name  OCR-with PFT-OCR-see-PA-N1SG INTER say-PA-N1PL     say-DP he 
 
bilam,        Ya tigibiy            ham.       (53c) Haiqgam, na  
bilaq-01-m    ya ti -gi -biy-01-02  haq-01-m         haiqgam  na  
say  -PA-N1SG I  PFT-OCR-see-PA-1SG say-PA-N1SG      NEG      that  
 
in anad     haiq tiqiyta            teq  in amuleq     iy. 
in a  -nad  haiq ti -iy-01-02  -ta  teq  in a  -muleq  iy-01-02 
he INP-mind NEG  PFT-be-PA-N1SG-MOD CONJ he INP-tongue be-PA-N1SG 
 
He lay there and got up and they said to him, Now have you seen Bawdig 
and his wife Lomas? And he said, I have seen them.  No, he was 
insensible and he lied. 
 
In example (53c) a compound sentence is formed by conjoining two final clauses, one 
stative, the other active, with an intervening teq. It could be argued that the non-final verb 
in (53c) has been modified by the addition of the modifier suffix -ta and is therefore not a 
true final verb.  However, consider the following: 
 
(54) I  gimam      na   in amotgub       gimul usaqta            teq  
     i  gi -mam    na   in a  -motgu-b   gimul us   -01-aq  -ta  teq  
     we INP-father that he INP-nose -LOC ring  sleep-PR-N1SG-MOD CONJ 
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kapil in emaqta haqiy. 
kapil in em-01-aq  -ta  haq-01-iy 
shell he do-PR-N1SG-MOD say-PA-N1PL 
 
“Concerning our father, there is a ring in his nose and he wears a shell 
belt, they said.” 
 
In (54) two independent clauses, the first stative and the second active, are conjoined by 
teq into a single structure.  Both verbs are present tense final forms and both are suffixed 
with the modifier suffix -ta signifying, in the first instance an habitual or characteristic 
state, and in the second instance an habitual or characteristic activity.   This usage is 
identical to the use of teq on the noun phrase level and signals a simple non-
chronological addition relationship between two units of equal rank.  
 
3. Conjoined sentences 
 
Up to this point our discussion of the functions of teq have been confined to clause 
integration within the sentence.  In this section we examine uses of teq which signal inter-
propositional relationships between conjoined independent sentences within the context 
of the larger including discourse. 
 
3.1. Addition 
 
Example (55) is an example of teq used to conjoin independent sentences in a simple 
addition relationship.   
 
(55a) Ossa   teq  in   gilikmanib     mat araq na   in Mugilab   kabiy  
      os -sa teq  in   gi -likman-ib  mat araq na   in Mugil-ab  kabiy 
      sit-DD CONJ they OCR-midst -LOC man a    that he name -LOC work 
 
luwyaqta               na   in ago      asenlul     nenaq    in   god  
luw      -y  -aq  -ta  na   in a  -go   a  -senlul  ne -naq  in   god  
go.around-IPF-N1SG-MOD that he OCR-POSS INP-family  OCR-with they god  
 
Ginalem a    hi  muz    yaqay. 
Ginalem a    hi  muz    yaq-ay. 
name    REAL NEG follow IPF-N1PL 
 
They were remaining (doing that) and a man who worked at Mugil and his 
family were not following the god Ginalem. 
 
(55b) Teq mat na in ago moni kabemmo. 
      teq mat na in a-go moni kabem-mo 
      CONJ man that he OCR-POSS money many-EMP 
 
      And that man had a lot of money. 
 
(55c) In asenlul gilumsihyaq. 
      in a-senlul gi-lumsih-y-aq. 
      he INP-family OCR-help-IPF-N1SG 
 
      He was helping his family. 
 
(55d) Teq  in   gigo     kulos   teq  tarosis  teq  didaq kabemmo. 
    teq  in   gi -go   kulos   teq  tarosis  teq  didaq kabem-mo 
    CONJ they OCR-POSS clothes CONJ trousers CONJ food  many -EMP 
 
    And they had many clothes and trousers and food. 
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In the above example, the statements in (55b) and (55c) supply additional information 
about the person introduced in (55a).  While both sentence initial occurrences of the 
conjunction may legitimately be glossed ‘and’, it is interesting to note that the sense of 
teq in (55b) is contrastive, i.e., “he wasn’t following Ginalem, but he had a lot of money.”  
However, the contrastive connotation of teq in (55b) is derived purely from context. 
 
3.2. Sequence 
 
In the following example teq is used to conjoin two independent sentences in 
chronological sequence. 
 
(56a) A   bolan   ya Baibel rit  em. 
    a   bol -an ya Baibel rit  em-01-02 
    ACC come-DP I  Bible  read do-PA-1SG 
 
(56b) Teq  ya beten  emad  ya God bulon. 
    teq  ya beten  em-ad ya God bulon   -01-02 
    CONJ I  prayer do-SD I  God speak.to-PA-1SG 
 
      a. (They) brought it and I read the Bible. b. Then/and I prayed to 
God. 
 
In example (55b), teq simply marks one proposition which followed sequentially upon 
the completion of another. 
 
3.3. Contra-expectation 
 
Teq may also be used to mark contra-expectation.  Consider the following examples: 
 
(57) I  giger afaqan  nazaqmo       wawta          teq  i  gihol 
     i  giger afaqan  na  -zaq -mo  waq-01-w  -ta  teq  i  gi -hol  
     we two   trouble that-like-EMP get-PA-1PL-MOD CONJ we INP-body  
 
dimniydaq. 
dimniy -d  -aq 
be.good-FUT-N1SG 
 
We two have experienced trouble like that but we will get better. 
 
(58) In tumomta             teq  ago      ababuwan      in us. 
     in ti -moq-01-m   -ta  teq  a  -go   a  -babuw-an  in us   -01-02 
     he PFT-die-PA-N1SG-MOD CONJ OCR-POSS INP-heart-POM it sleep-PA-N1SG 
 
     He died/became comatose but his heart was still beating. 
 
In these instances teq conjoins a pair of final clauses, the second member of which 
encodes a proposition which could be construed as contrary to expectation.  In each 
case the state of affairs described in the first member of the pair does not reach it’s 
expected conclusion.  In example (57), the sickness which the two people were 
experiencing, if left to proceed unhindered to its natural conclusion would have resulted 
in their getting worse (at least) instead of better.  Similarly in (58) the natural outcome of 
death is the cessation of bodily functions, not the continued beating of the heart. 

Teq also occurs in combination with the clausal negator haiq to explicitly join two 
sentences in a contra-expectation relationship.    
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(59a) Ginalem haq yaqay    ni  mat ko   asenlul    nenaq    ginol  
      ginalem haq yaq-ay   ni  mat ko   a  -senlul ne -naq  gi -nol  
      name    QV  IPF-N1PL you man that INP-family OCR-with OCR-hit 
 
em         haq yaqay.   (59b) Haqad  teq  haiq, Ginalem ago 
em-01 -02  haq yaq-ay         haq-ad teq  haiq, ginalem a  -go 
do-IMP-2SG say IPF-N1PL       QV -SD CONJ NEG   name    OCR-POSS 
 
mataw na in   gimo    an         wol em yaqay. 
mataw na in   gi -mo  an         wol em yaq-ay 
men that they OCR-EMP each.other hit do IPF-N1PL 
 
“Ginalem,” they were saying, “You kill that man and his family.”  But 
no, Ginalem’s people themselves were killing each other! 
 
In example (59a) a god is implored to kill a rebellious man and his family.  However the 
outcome is just the opposite of that desired by the petitioners.  Instead of the god Ginalem 
killing the rebellious man and his followers, the followers of Ginalem begin fighting and 
killing each other.  The teq haiq signals that, contrary to expectation, the desired end or 
goal of the petitioners’ request was not achieved.  The clausal negator haiq stands for the 
negated final clause, In a hi ginol amta. “He didn’t kill them”.   
 
(60a) Haqadmo    in   ay   sorim   hunegan  yayib   tuwom. 
      haq-ad-mo  in   ay   sor -im huneg-an yay-ib  tu -woq -01-m 
      QV -SD-EMP they post lift-SP throw-DP pit-LOC PFT-fall-PA-N1Sg 
 
(60b) Woqan   in   bilaqiy       I  Kulbob tuwol   em        daqag 
    woq -an in   bilaq-01-iy   i  kulbob tu -wol em-01-02  daqag  
    fall-DP they say  -PA-N1PL we name   PFT-hit do-PA-1PL INDEF  
 
haqiy.      (60c) Teq  haiq, in   Kulbob a    hi  wol emiy. 
haq-01-iy         teq  haiq  in   kulbob a    hi  wol em-01-iy 
say-PA-N1PL       CONJ NEG   they name   REAL NEG hit do-PA-N1PL 
 
So they lifted the post and threw it into the pit.  And they said, 
“Probably we have killed Kulbob.”  But no, they didn’t kill Kulbob. 
 
Here again, teq haiq marks the failed accomplishment of goal, i.e. the killing of the man 
Kulbob.  The plan to trick him into getting down in the pit and then throw a post down on 
top of him was carried out, but the outcome was opposite of that intended.  Interestingly, 
in this example the negative clause, In Kulbob a hi wol emiy. “They didn’t kill Kulbob,” 
represented by the clausal negator haiq is stated explicitly immediately following it. 
 
3.4. Frustration 
 
This use of teq in combination with the reaction particle ta is rare in the body of text data 
used for this analysis, example (61) being the only instance. 
 
(61a) Bugaw  ko   i  sisaqmo   wamuzim       ad  bol. 
      bugaw  ko   i  sisaq-mo  wamuz     -im ad  bol -01-02 
      spirit that we long -EMP look.after-SP ACC come-PA-N1SG 
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(61b) Ta    teq  in i  giyon   daq  araq a    hi  am. 
      ta    teq  in i  gi -yon daq  araq a    hi  em-01-m 
      REACT CONJ he we OCR-for deed a    REAL NEG do-PA-N1SG 
 
    a. We have been looking after (i.e., venerating) that spirit for a 
long time.  b. But he hasn’t done anything for us in return. 
 
In this example, ta teq signifies that what follows is the direct result or response of what 
was said in (61a).  In this type of construction, what follows the words ta teq is always 
the opposite of what was expected or hoped for. 

 
Excursus: The function of the reaction particle ta 

 
The following example contains two occurrences of ta, one immediately preceding a final 
verb and one immediately before the indefinite article araq.    
 
(62) Eman   ussa     onmin    na   ta    boliy        kam ta    araq. 
     em -an us   -sa onmin    na   ta    bol -01-iy   kam ta    araq 
     put-DP sleep-DD children that REACT come-PA-N1PL day REACT a 
 
     He put (the bananas) and they remained there and another day those 
children came back. 
 
In the first instance, the ta signifies that the children had come some time previously and 
that this coming is a coming ‘back’ or a coming ‘again’.  Similarly, the occurrence of ta 
with the indefinite article araq gives the sense of ‘another’ day or a ‘different’ day. In 
both instances the ta signifies that the two separate ‘comings’ and the two separate ‘days’ 
are not isolated or unrelated occasions, rather, they are linked in a relationship of close 
association.   

In a related way, the particle ta is also used in Bargam to emphasize that one event 
follows closely upon the heels of another event.  The close association of two events may 
simply be in terms of narrative flow. 
 
(63) Woqan   on    giger na   madar     na   abu             
     woq -an on    giger na   madar     na   a  -bu          
     fall-DP women two   that bandicoot that INP-back.of.head  
 
hikguraqim       eman  ussa     ta    gaun na   madar     asen     
hik-guraq    -im em-an us   -sa ta    gaun na   madar     a  -sen  
MM -break.off-SP do-DP sleep-DD REACT dog  that bandicoot INP-leg  
 
muzim     bo   yay ezab      tigayonyaq.         
muz   -im bo   yay ez   -ab  ti -gayon-y  -aq    
follow-SP come pit mouth-LOC PFT-howl -IPF-N1SG  
 
(The bandicoot) fell and the two women broke its neck and put it aside 
and then the dog followed the bandicoot and came and was barking at the 
mouth of the pit. 
 
This sentence comes from a story about two women who have been tricked into falling 
into a deep pit from which they cannot escape.  While they are there, an old man 
completely unaware of their predicament comes to the bush with his dog, which unearths 
a bandicoot and gives chase.  The bandicoot, in fleeing from the dog, tumbles into the pit 
at the feet of the women.  The ta indicates that the dog's arrival at the edge of the pit 
follows closely on the heels of the killing of the bandicoot, which will eventually lead to 
the women’s rescue. 
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In a similar way, ta may link naturally related (from a cultural prespective) events.  In 
the following example, the teq emphasizes temporal sequence (‘next’) and indicates an 
unspecified interval of time between the two conjoined events.  Ta following teq 
indicates that what follows is the next expected step in the sequence. 
 
(64) Rirenim             tihiqiyan     i  teq  ta    ulumnetgo  
     riren-im            ti -hiqiy -an i  teq  ta    ulumnet-go 
     lay.side.by.side-SP PFT-finish-DP we CONJ REACT close.in-POSS 
 
na   i  kadug  o  kabaw     i  tinagunauq. 
na   i  kadug  o  kabaw     i  ti -nagun   -01-auq 
that we bamboo or sago.stem we PFT-look.for-PR-1PL 
 
After laying out (the flooring) we next look for bamboo or sago stems in 
order to close in (the walls of the house). 
 
In a way clearly related to the functions of  ta described above, it also may be used to 
signify an action that occurs in reaction to or as a direct result of a preceding event. 
 
(65) Ek   tonsa  mataw biyahta         in   giqez     huritad  ta 
     ek   ton-sa mataw biyah      -ta  in   gi -ez    hurit-ad ta 
     yell do -DD men   large.group-MOD they INP-voice hear -SD REACT  
 
in   ek   tonim  lehsa  musumrik tukim       tilah.           
in   ek   ton-im leh-sa musumrik tuk     -im ti -leh-01-02    
they yell do -SP go -DD bat.sp   run.away-SP PFT-go -PA-N1SG  
 
They were yelling and a group of men heard their voices and yelled and 
were going (toward the boys) and then the small bat fled and went away. 
 
Here the ‘yelling’ and ‘going’ on the part of the men is a direct response/result/reaction to 
the yelling of the young boys who were frightened by what they thought was a spirit 
chasing them.  In this example the two events are related in terms of action/reaction. 

A final example will serve to illustrate the use of ta to link two closely associated 
events in terms of action/reaction. 
 
(66) Buwol    na   in oyim    a    ta    hi  nam. 
     buwol    na   in oy  -im a    ta    hi  neq-01-m 
     snake.sp that he cook-SP REAL REACT NEG eat-PA-N1SG 
 
     As a result, he didn’t cook and eat the buwol snake after all. 
 
Example (66) is taken from a story about a man who caught a snake, took it back to his 
house and left it there tied up while he went to the garden to get some vegetables to cook 
with it.  While he was gone the snake escapes.  This sentence, (66), is one of the 
concluding sentences of the story.  As a result of the snake’s escaping, the intended 
eating of it never took place.  Here, an event which was intended, but never occurred, is 
given as the response or reaction to the snake’s escape. Example (66) relates closely to 
the use of ta with teq in (61) above in that it, too, describes the response or reaction to a 
closely associated preceding one in terms of an event which didn’t occur.  

With this background, the meaning of the combination ta teq in example (61b) 
becomes somewhat clearer.  Ta signifies that the preceding and following events it relates 
are closely associated in terms of narrative flow, cultural expectation or action/reaction.  
The teq again emphasizes the sequential (and in this case, contrastive) relationship 
between the two propositions, the result of which is frustration. 
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4. Discourse functions of teq 
 
In the following sub-sections, various discourse functions of teq are described. 
 
4.1. Teq used to indicate an intervening space of time of unspecified length 
 
In the absence of any preceding verbal clause to be joined with the verbal clause 
following teq, the focus of meaning shifts from 'sequence' to 'intervening time span of 
unspecified length'. 
 
4.1.1.  Sentence initial teq 
 
(67a) Baig in gamuk sisaqta   na   anan  bilam,       Urotid 
    Baig in gamuk sisaq-ta  na   anan  bilaq-01-m   urot-id 
    name he talk  long -MOD that about say  -PA-N1G cut -DPIR 
 
simsimqan       iyan  ham.        (67b) Ezaqgo          abilaqan 
sim  -sim  -an  iy-an haq-01-m          e    -zaq -go   a  -bilaq-an 
REDUP-short-POM be-DP say-PA-N1SG       INTER-like-POSS INP-say  -POM 
 
in asit   ahuqan iyaq       ham.        (67c) An Mark bilam,          
in asit   ahuqan iy-01-aq   haq-01-m          an Mark bilaq-01-m 
it little heavy  be-PR-N1SG say-PA-N1SG       DP name say  -PA-N1SG 
 
Teq  ya wastitaydaiq     ham. 
teq  ya wastitay-d  -aiq haq-01-m 
CONJ I  fix     -FUT-1SG say-PA-N1SG 
 
a. Baig said about long words, “Cut them and let them be short.” b. “For 
they are a little hard to say.” c. And Mark said, “Later I will fix it.” 
 
This sentence is from the minutes of a Bargam language committee meeting (recorded by 
a Bargam speaker).  The topic of discussion was the difficulty of reading long words in 
printed vernacular materials and a request had been made to break them into shorter 
segments which would be easier to read.  Here teq explicitly links the request and the 
response and marks an intervening time span of unspecified length between the request 
and its fulfillment. 
 
(68a) Ya ham moqad  ussa     ni  bo   ya a    hi  ibiy            na  
      ya ham moq-ad us   -sa ni  bo   ya a    hi  i  -biy-01-02   na  
      I  QV  die-SD sleep-DD you come I  REAL NEG OCR-see-PA-N1SG that 
 
ham.        (68b) Teq  nisen   na   a    hi  lehdaq       ham. 
haq-01-m          teq  ni -sen na   a    hi  leh-d -aq    haq-01-m 
say-PA-N1SG       CONJ INP-leg that REAL NEG go -FUT-N1SG say-PA-N1SG 
 
a. “You who when I was sick you didn’t come to visit me,” he said. 
b. “Later(Teq) you won’t leave (here) [i.e. I’ll kill you].” 
 
In this example, because of some suspicious circumstances, a woman suspects something 
bad has happened to her father whom she hasn’t visited in a long time due to the fact that 
she has married into a village far from her home.  She makes the journey to see him not 
knowing that he has already died.  As she approaches, the spirit of her dead father sees 
her and bitterly muses to himself that she didn’t come to see him when he was sick.  Here 
teq explicitly links the woman's not returning with her failure to visit her father when he 
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was sick and marks an unspecified length of time between the utterance and its 
fulfillment. 
 
(69) Kaul   teq  ni  Karkar nudib      leheq    faq  asor waqeq  
     kaul   teq  ni  Karkar nud   -ib  leh-eq   faq  asor waq-eq  
     lizard CONJ you name   island-LOC go -SPIR fire some get-SPIR 
 
a   boldaq        o  haiq haqiy? 
a   bol -d  -aq   o  haiq haq-01-iy 
ACC come-FUT-N1SG or NEG  say-PA-N1PL 
 
“Kaul, later will you go to Karkar island and get some fire and bring it 
back or not?,” they said. 
 
The kaul lizard is the last in series of four animals who have been asked to go and get fire 
from a nearby volcanic island.  The first three attempts have failed and now the people 
approach the lizard with their request.  The use of teq explicitly links their question with 
the person addressed and indicates an intervening space of time of unspecified length 
between the request and the compliance with it.  Here it is no doubt used for politeness’ 
sake to ‘soften’ the request, i.e., “at your convenience”17. 
 
4.1.2. Subject or object noun plus teq 
 

In the following examples, the conjunction teq separates a subject pronoun from the 
rest of its including clause which is always in the future tense.  It marks an event which 
follows sequentially upon a previously occurring event or series of events and which is 
envisioned as taking place ‘next’.  Again the intervening time span is left unspecified 
with regard to length. 
 
(70) Ya eraqeq     ham naqagag          faq  atan      ka   bay  
     ya eraq -eq   ham na  -ag   -ag    faq  a  -tan   ka   bay  
     I  arise-SPIR QV  that-INDEF-INDEF fire INP-stick this step.on  
 
zizilayid        ni  teq  lehdaq       e     ham? 
zi   -zilay-id   ni  teq  leh-d  -aq   e     haq-01-m 
REDUP-split-DPIR you CONJ go -FUT-N1SG INTER say-PA-N1SG 
 

                                                 
17The way in which the narrator presents each successive request may be of some significance here with 
regard to the ‘status’ of the kaul lizard and the politeness with which he is approached: 
 1.  And they spoke to a chicken and he went. (request simply reported as having taken place, assent 
assumed and the compliance immediate) 
 2.  And they spoke next to a pig, “Pig you come and go to the island and bring back some fire.” And 
the pig said, “I will go.”  And he left right away.  (request in the form of a command and the assent both 
reported as direct speech and the compliance immediate) 
 3.  And they spoke next to a dog.  They spoke to a dog and he said, “I will go.”  And he left right 
away.  (request (a command?) simply reported as having been made, assent reported as direct speech, and 
compliance immediate) 
 4.  And they spoke to the kaul, “Kaul, will you go to Karkar island and get some fire and bring it back 
or not?,” they said.  And the kaul said, “I will go.”... He heard (their agreement to his conditions) and he 
left being pleased.  (request in the form of a question and assent both reported as direct speech and 
compliance only after his terms have been agreed to) 
 The kaul is portrayed as cleverer than the other animals (who are simply commanded and agree and 
comply immediately) and therefore he is treated with some deference.  The request is made with respect (a 
question and not a command) and the people are actually forced to agree to compensate the lizard for his 
efforts before he does what they ask.  The full text of this story is presented in appendix 1. 
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If I get up and smash this piece of firewood [referring to a canoe they 
are in]to pieces will you then go [or will you stay and sink with the 
canoe]? 
 
(71) Ya kawa    le yoq   soqoreq    teq  ya kabiyabmo      leheq     
     ya ka -wa  le yoq   soqor-eq   teq  ya kabiy -ab -mo  leh-eq    
     I this-LOC go water scoop-SPIR CONJ I  garden-LOC-EMP go -SPIR  
 
maroq  araq nawa     zilimim  usaqta            ham ya TEQ  leheq 
maroq  araq na  -wa  zilim-im us   -01-aq  -ta  ham ya teq  leh-eq  
banana a    that-LOC ripen-SP sleep-PR-N1SG-MOD QV  I  CONJ go -SPIR 
 
waqdaiq     ham. 
waq-d  -aiq haq-01-m 
get-FUT-1SG say-PA-N1SG 
 
After I go now and fetch water then I will (next) go to the garden and 
get a (stalk) of bananas that are there ripening, she said. 
 
(72) Haqad  inaq     lehad  danib    abab                 bulon,  
     haq-ad i  -naq  leh-ad dan -ib  a  -bab              bulon-01-02  
     QV -SD OCR-with go -SD path-LOC INP-old.sib.same.sex speak.to-SPIR 
 
Ni  teq  leheq    ya ninaq    titinoneqmo       osdaq        e  
ni  teq  leh-eq   ya ni -naq  titinon -eq  -mo  os -d  -aq   e  
you CONJ go -SPIR I  OCR-with straight-SPIR-EMP sit-FUT-N1SG INTER 
 
ham? 
haq-01-m 
QV -PA-N1SG 
 
And as she was going with her, her older sister said to her, "Will you 
go and live well with me?" 
 
(73) Tumoqan    teq  in   bilaqiy,      I  TEQ  haqiy        ta   
     ti -moq-an teq  in   bilaq-01-iy   i  teq  haq -01-iy   ta  
     PFT-die-DP CONJ they say  -PA-N1PL we CONJ q.v.-PA-N1PL REACT  
 
ezaq diq  mataw on    asor gibilenam haqiy. 
ezaq diq  mataw on    asor gi -bilen   -01 -am  haq-01-iy 
how  INTS men   women some OCR-speak.to-FUT-1PL QV -PA-N1PL 
 
After he had died then they said, “(Now/next) how will we tell the other 
people?” 
 
In examples (70) - (73) the conjunction serves to conjoin clauses in a close sequential 
relationship, similar to that expressed by the English ‘next’.  But whether the 'next' event 
happens sooner or later is left unspecified. 
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Teq, may follow an object noun with similar effect. 
 
(74) Se  yaqgo       amun  teq  ya ezaq       tondaiq? 
     se  ya-i  -go   amun  teq  ya e    -zaq  ton-d  -aiq 
     say I -OCR-POSS child CONJ I  INTER-like do -FUT-1SG 
 
     Say!, Concerning my child, what will I do (about him/her)? 
 
This sentence, taken from a story about an evil spirit who demanded child sacrifice as a 
form of appeasement, expresses the concern of a mother who has just been told that her 
baby is needed for sacrifice to the spirit.  The direct object, yaqgo amun ‘my child’, is 
moved to the front of the sentence which has the effect of singling out the child as the one 
person, from among a whole set of possible persons, about whom she is at that moment 
gravely concerned.  The occurrence of teq in this example heightens the sense of 
desperation and implies that whatever steps will be taken will not happen immediately. 
 
(75) Komiti    Kabon Oyuq bilam,        Komiti    kam kabemmo   miting  
     komiti    Kabon Oyuq bilaq-01-m    komiti    kam kabem-mo  miting 
     committee name  name say  -PA-N1SG committee day many -EMP meeting 
  
hulosay        na   teq  ezaq       iydaq           ham? 
hulos -01-ay   na   teq  e    -zaq  iy    -d  -aq   haq-01-m 
let.go-PR-N1PL that CONJ INTER-like become-FUT-N1SG say-PA-N1SG 
 
Committee (member) Kabon Oyuq said, “Concerning the committee (members) 
who have missed many meetings, what is to be done about them?,” he said. 
 
Again, in this example, teq follows a subject NP whose referent is a specific sub-set of 
committee members.  It is those members who are consistently absent from the language 
committee meetings who need to be dealt with, and they are the topic around which the 
following discussion is organized.  Again, the presence of teq indicates that whatever is 
to be done about them will take place sometime in the indefinite future. 
 
4.2. Transition from setting or background to story proper 
 
In past tense narrative discourse sentence-initial teq often marks a transition from 
background material to event-line narrative. 
 
(76a) Ari  Salaw in muzin   waqeq    ad  ulilib   gwaleq      am    
      ari  salaw in muzin   waq-eq   ad  ulil-ib  gwal  -eq   am    
      O.K. name  he tree.sp get-SPIR ACC high-LOC ascend-SPIR vine  
 
maul    amalib   osad   in muzin   neqyaq.     (76b) Neqad  asan     in  
maul    amal-ib  os -ad in muzin   neq-y  -aq        neq-ad a  -san  in  
tree.sp on  -LOC sit-SD he tree.sp eat-IPF-N1SG      eat-SD INP-skin he  
 
hulosid     muzin   adaynib               woqyaq.       (76c) Teq  mat  
hulos -id   muzin   a  -dayin        -ib  woq -y  -aq         teq  mat  
let.go-DPIR tree.sp INP-buttress.root-LOC fall-IPF-N1SG       CONJ man      
 
araq in garan lehim  muzin   alulib       bul na   in   gisawan       
araq in garan leh-im muzin   a  -lul -in  bul na   in   gi -saw -an   
a    he bush  go -SP tree.sp INP-base-POM pig that they OCR-area-POM  
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ahol     tuwam. 
a  -hol  tu -waq-01-m 
INP-body PFT-get-PA-N1SG 
 
a. O.K., Salaw would get a muzin fruit and take it up and sit in the 
crook of a vine and eat it.  b. As he ate it he would let the skin fall 
down by the roots of the tree.  c. Then (Teq) a man went to the bush and 
saw the signs of those pigs at the base of the muzin tree. 
 
In example (76a-b) above, setting material at the beginning of the story is marked by 
irrealis medial verbs and past tense final verbs.  In (76c), teq marks the transition from 
this backgrounded off-the-event-line material to the story proper.  In this context the 
meaning of teq is close to the English ‘then’, i.e. “When the stage was set thus, then (or: 
the next thing to happen was) a man went to the bush....” 
 
4.3. Change of topic 
 
(77) Haqan  awe      bilam,        Haiqgam ham i amun   udinsa  in le  
     haq-an a  -we   bilaq-01-m    haiqgam ham i amun   udin-sa in le 
     say-DP INP-wife say  -PA-N1SG NEG     QV  we child fast-DD it go 
 
ayah iyid        ham ariya teq  ya ninaq    ta    usam          
ayah iy    -id   ham ari   teq  ya ni -naq  ta    us   -01-am   
big  become-DPIR QV  O.K.  CONJ I  OCR-with REACT sleep-PA-1PL  
 
ham. 
haq-01-m 
say-PA-N1SG 
 
And his wife said, “No,  we will deny ourselves for the child and when 
he becomes big, O.K. then I with you we will sleep again.” 
 
In this example, a woman responds to her husband’s request to resume sexual relations 
following the birth of their child.  In her response she reminds him that the proper order 
of events is birth, abstinence until the child is weaned, and then, resumption of normal 
relations.  Here again the ariya teq signals a change in topic from amun ‘child’, to ya 
ninaq ‘I and you’.  It also emphasizes the culturally appropriate order or succession of 
the events mentioned.  Fulfillment of the husband’s request can only take place after the 
weaning of the child. 
 

Excursus: The function of ari 
 
The Bargam word ari ‘O.K.’ (which occurs in an alternate form ariya and closely 
corresponds to the Tok Pisin orait) regularly occurs in Bargam oral discourse to mark a 
shift to a new topic, new location, new episode, etc.  Its function is somewhat disjunctive 
in that it marks an interruption in the flow of the discourse and a change in direction.  
Consider the examples extracted from a Bargam historical legend (the full text of the 
story is presented in appendix 2): 
 
(78) Ari  teq  mat na   anan     Asiwan. 
     ari  teq  mat na   a  -nan  Asiwan 
     O.K. conj man that InP-name name 
 
     O.K., the man’s name was Asiwan. 
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The story begins with ari followed immediately by teq.  Bargam legends frequently start 
with ari as a way of introducing the story (cf. appendix 1, sentence 01). 
 
(79a) Haqadmo    amam       le ago      bitab     ossa   saw    
      haq-ad-mo  a  -mam    le a  -go   bit  -ab  os -sa saw  
      QV -SD-EMP INP-father go OCR-POSS house-LOC sit-DD place  
 
hastitayan      ago      aw    inaq     kabiyab    lehim  maroq  didaq  
hastitay    -an a  -go   aw    i  -naq  kabiy -ab  leh-im maroq  didaq  
become.clear-DP OCR-POSS woman OCR-with garden-LOC go -SP banana food   
 
waqim  a   bolim   awe      sisoqsa  aduw        hitiqim    bul  
waq-im a   bol -im a  -we   sisoq-sa a  -duw     hitiq  -im bul  
get-SP ACC come-SP INP-wife shave-DD INP-husband descend-SP pig  
 
wazim   ulumim    oyim    a      lo       amidon    anognib           
waz -im ulum  -im oy  -im a      lo       a  -midon a  -nog -an -ib   
hold-SP pierce-SP cook-SP accomp approach INP-child INP-chin-POM-LOC  
 
emim  bilam,        Ari Asiwan  ham karuw didaq kawa      ni   
em-im bilaq-01-m    ari  Asiwan ham karuw didaq ka  -wa   ni   
do-SP say  -PA-N1SG O.K. name   QV  meat  food  this-PLOC you  
 
neq         ham.       (79b) Ni  tarowab   ya ihulosim      tilehsa     
neq-01 -02  haq-01-m         ni  tarow-ab  ya i  -hulos -im ti -leh-sa  
eat-IMP-2Sg QV -Pa-N1Sg      you night-LOC I  OCR-let.go-SP PFT-go -DD  
 
nibiyim    kawa      ninyon      didaq oy   nig,            ham. 
ni -biy-im ka  -wa   ni -niyon   didaq oy   nig     -01-02  haq-01-m 
OCR-see-SP this-PLOC you-for.you food  cook give.you-PA-2SG QV -Pa-N1SG 
 
a. And the father went and remained in the house until dawn and then 
went with his wife to the garden and got bananas and food and brought 
them and while his wife was peeling food he went down and caught a pig 
and speared it and cooked it and brought it and put it in front of his 
child and said, “O.K. Asiwan, eat this here food.  b. As you were 
leaving me and going last night I saw you and here I have cooked food 
for you.” 
 
In the first section of the story, the father of the man called Asiwan witnesses the spirit of 
Asiwan leaving his son’s body and ascending into the sky.  Knowing that his son, whose 
animate body is still lying on his sleeping platform, is going to die soon, he and his wife 
go to the garden and get all the things necessary for a farewell feast.  They return and 
make the presentation.  The father’s speech begins with an ari which indicates that all 
preparations have been made and the father is now ready to address the topic of why he is 
doing all of this. 
 
(80a) Haqad  gimaman       an         bulonim     karuw didaq ginuwan 
      haq-ad gi -mam   -an an         bulon   -im karuw didaq ginuw -an 
      QV -SD OCR-father-PL each.other speak.to-SP meat  food  gather-DP 
 
bolan   humab     emim  kames            iyahta   na   neqad  bul a 
bol -an humab     em-im kames            iyah-ta  na   neq-ad bul a 
come-DP gathering do-SP ceremonial.drink big -MOD that eat-SD pig ACC 
 
ge       madudib   sorqeniy.        (80b) Dadaq kayeqta   emim  lo            
ge       madud-ib  sorqen -01-iy          dadaq kayeq-ta  em-im lo        
approach stake-LOC line.up-PA-N1PL        food  raw  -MOD do-SP approach  
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zoq      gemab       mat ahulinaqta             na    
zoq      gem    -ab  mat a  -huliq-i  -naq -ta  na    
log.drum stomach-LOC man INP-waist-OCR-with-MOD that  
 
tubuloniy,            Ari  mat ni  gwatiqeq       niyon   karuw dadaq  
ti -bulon   -01-iy    ari  mat ni  gwahtiq  -eq   ni -yon karuw dadaq 
PFT-speak.to-PA-N1PL  O.K. man you pass.thru-SPIR OCR-for meat  food 
 
ahol     waqad  ningo        uliqab      lehdaq       haqiy. 
a  -hol  waq-ad ni -ni -go   uliq   -ib  leh-d  -aq   haq-01-iy 
INP-body get-SD you-OCR-POSS village-LOC go -FUT-N1SG QV -PA-N1PL 
 
a. And their fathers spoke to each other and gathered food and meat and 
after drinking (literally ‘eating’) a lot of the kames ceremonial drink 
they brought pigs close and staked them out.  b. And they put raw food 
and approached and spoke to the snake that was in the slit log drum, 
“O.K., man after you come out and see this meat and food for you, you 
will go to your village.” 
 
Later on in the story after a man in the form of a snake has killed Asiwan and the people 
have brought the snake to the village, strange things happen that make them realize that 
this is no ordinary snake and that it must be treated with respect, given what it requests 
and sent on its way ceremonially appeased.  Just as in example (77), the men’s speech 
begins with ari, again indicating that the preparations have all been made and now the 
purpose for the preparations (the topic of the discourse) is about to be addressed. 
 
(81a) Haqad  ham ni  karuw didaq waq a   bo   humab     emad  teq 
      haq-ad ham ni  karuw didaq waq a   bo   humab     em-ad teq 
      QV -SD QV  you meat  food  get ACC come gathering do-SD CONJ 
 
ni  nan  emid    Bargamgo    nilenan       nibayniz           giyon 
ni  nan  em-id   bargam -go  ni -len   -an ni -bay       -niz gi -yon 
you talk do-DPIR lg.name-LOC INP-in.law-PL INP-bro.in.law-PL  OCR-for 
 
lehid    boliy         ham.        (81b) Kab      Garusmo     ni           
leh-id   bol -01 -iy   haq-01-m          ka  -b   garus  -mo  ni   
go -DPIR come-IMP-N1PL QV -PA-N1SG       this-LOC lg.name-EMP you  
 
gibilen              ham.        (81c) Uliq    karuw neq          
gi -bilen   -01 -02  haq-01-m          uliq    karuw neq    
OCR-speak.to-IMP-2SG QV -Pa-N1SG       village meat  eat  
 
daqayta      na   bem       huzeq      boliy         ham.          
daq-ay  -ta  na   bem       huz  -eq   bol -01 -iy   haq-01-m     
FUT-N1PL-MOD that red.paint bathe-SPIR come-IMP-N1PL QV -Pa-N1SG  
 
(81d) Uliq    yaqmo      ineq    daqayta      na   zamor    huzeq       
      uliq    ya-i  -mo  i  -neq daq-ay  -ta  na   zamor    huz  -eq    
      village I -OCR-EMP OCR-eat FUT-N1PL-MOD that charcoal bathe-SPIR  
 
boliy         ham.       (81e) Ari  mataw bo   humab     wolid     
bol -01 -iy   haq-01-m         ari  mataw bo   humab     wol-id    
come-IMP-N1PL QV -PA-N1SG      O.K. men   come gathering hit-DPIR  
 
gibiyad    ni  karuw titalid      zagib              gwalan     
gi -biy-ad ni  karuw tital  -id   zag           -ib  gwal  -an  
OCR-see-SD you meat  butcher-DPIR branched.stick-LOC ascend-DP  
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ham. 
haq-01-m 
QV -PA-N1SG 
 
a. And after you bring the meat and food and gather it together then 
send word to your Bargam mothers and fathers-in-law and your brothers-
in-law and let them come.  b. And speak to the Garus people here too.  
c. And let the villages that will eat (pig) meat decorate themselves in 
red paint. d. And let the villages that will eat me decorate themselves 
in black paint.  e. O.K., when you see the people gathered together, cut 
up the meat and hang it up on the branched pole. 
 
Towards the end of the story, the snake man’s father, himself a snake, is giving his son 
instructions on how to make payment to his in-laws for the Bargam bride he has taken.   
Following instructions about inviting the guests and ensuring that they come decorated in 
the appropriate manner, the father switches topic to the presentation and arrangement of 
the meat (including the killing, cutting up and distribution of himself!).  
 
(82a) Amam       kabiyak   bulon            nazaqmo       in  
      a  -mam    kabiyak   bulon   -01-02   na  -zaq -mo  in  
      INP-father sign.lang speak.to-PA-N1SG that-like-EMP he  
 
tiqam.         (82b) Ari  in amam       afaqinmo      zagib               
ti -em-01-02         ari  in a  -mam    a  -faqin-mo  zag           -ib   
PFT-do-PA-N1SG       O.K. he INP-father INP-head -EMP branched.stick-LOC 
 
usan     uliq     ginan    Balabag   haqayta          waqim  yay  
us   -an uliq     gi -nan  Balabag   haq-01-ay  -ta  waq-im yay  
sleep-DP village  OCR-name vill.name QV -PR-N1PL-MOD get-SP pit  
 
tonan  osim   al       iy,        saw   na   anan     Mahgabag   
ton-an os -im al       iy-01-02   saw   na   a  -nan  Mahgabag   
do -DP sit-SP root.veg be-PA-N1SG place that INP-name area.name  
 
haqaytab. 
haq-01-ay  -ta -b 
QV -PR-N1PL-MOD-LOC 
 
a. He did just like his father told him to in sign language.  b. O.K., 
his father’s head was on the branched stick and the village named 
Balabag took it and buried it and it remained and became an al plant, in 
the area called Mahgabab. 
 
The narrator informs us that the son carried out his fathers instructions to the letter.  Then 
he changes narrative direction and relates what happened to the snake-father’s head.  This 
change to a new topic is marked by ari. 
 
(83) Ari  mat na   amam       asan     waqim  a   bo   amalib    
     ari  mat na   a  -mam    a  -san  waq-im a   bo   amal-ib   
     O.K. man that INP-father INP-skin get-SP ACC come N.  -LOC  
 
Wasab     ginolim    aw    waqim  a   lahta           awagamun 
Wasab     gi -nol-im aw    waq-im a   leh-01-02  -ta  a  -wagam-un 
clan.name OCR-hit-SP woman get-SP ACC go -PA-N1SG-MOD INP-story-POM 
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kawaqmo. 
ka  -wa  -a  -mo 
this-PLOC-OCR-EMP 
 
O.K., that’s all of the story about that man who took his father’s skin 
and brought it and with it he hit the Wasab people and took away a 
woman. 
 
Finally, the story comes to an end.  A new topic, that of the story’s completion is, not 
unexpectedly, introduced by ari.   

This somewhat extended excursus on the use of ari in Bargam will provide the reader 
with a sense of its function in normal Bargam speech as reflected in the above excerpted 
narrative.  It also forms a basis for the following discussion of the discourse uses of teq 
when it co-occurs with ari. 
 
4.3.1. Change of topic in a narrative sequence 
 
The combination ari teq is used in Bargam to signal a change in topic in a narrative 
discourse and a movement to a new phase of the story. 
 
(84) Leyad    tineqad    tuqosim    ariya teq  bul Huduwakan ate 
     ley  -ad ti -neq-ad ti -os -im ari   teq  bul huduwakan a  -te 
     plant-SD PFT-eat-SD PFT-sit-Sp O.K.  CONJ pig name      INP-teeth  
 
tuwoliy. 
tu -wol-01-iy 
PFT-hit-PA-N1PL 
 
They were planting (food) and after they had begun eating the produce, 
O.K. then they knocked out the teeth of Huduwakan the pig. 
 
The above example was taken from a story about a pig named Huduwakan. This pig had 
led its owner to a tree which was bearing, like fruit, all sorts of garden vegetables.  The 
people chop down the tree, plant the food and begin to eat the produce from their 
gardens.  It was after this practice was established that they then knock out the pig’s top 
eye teeth in order to allow the two corresponding lower teeth to grow long and ultimately 
be made into a harmat or pig’s teeth necklace.  In this instance the ari teq signals a 
change in topic and a procession to the next phase of the story, which will now center 
around what happened to the pig’s teeth necklace made from the teeth of Huduwakan.   
 
(85) In   le logme wazim   bolim   hiqiyan   ta    kukuw  
     in   le log   waz -im bol -im hiqiy -an ta    kukuw 
     they go adze  hold-SP come-SP finish-DP REACT silt 
 
bay     daqay    na   in   bayim      le hiqiyan   ari  nab      teq 
bay     daq-ay   na   in   bay    -im le hiqiy-an  ari  na  -b   teq 
step.on FUT-N1PL that they step.on-SP go finish-DP O.K. that-LOC CONJ  
 
i  asor bunmo   i  hitiqim    marikmo   diq  tigiqulumad  
i  asor bun-mo  i  hitiq  -im marik-mo  diq  ti -gi -lum  -ad  
we some all-EMP we descend-SP eel  -EMP ITNS PFT-OCR-pierce-SD  
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luw. 
luw      -01-02 
go.around-PA-1SG 
 
They held the adzes (chopping poisonous tree into the river) and came 
and finished and then the ones who would stir up the silt did it and 
finished, O.K., then all the rest of us descended and did some serious 
eel spearing. 
 
This sentence is taken from a story about an eel hunt.  The first part of the story contains 
a fairly detailed account of all the preparations that occurred prior to the actual hunt.  
This sentence occurs at a point of transiton in the story from the preparation stage to the 
hunt itself.  Again, the ari teq signals a change in topic and a procession to the next phase 
of the story, which will now focus on the eel hunt and what unexpectedly happened to the 
large amount of eels they caught. 
 
4.3.2. Change of topic in a procedural sequence 
 
In a related way, ari teq is used in procedural discourse to indicate the next logical or 
chronological step in a sequence of events. Consider the following sentence taken from a 
text about house building. 
 
(86) Init bugid     hiqiyid     ari  teq  ni  tituq tuwaqdaq. 
     init bug -id   hiqiy -id   ari  teq  ni  tituq ti -waq-d  -aq 
     sew  DIST-DPIR finish-DPIR O.K. CONJ you post  PFT-get-FUT-N1SG 
 
     When you are finished sewing all of it, O.K. then you will get the 
posts. 
 
For the Bargam people, house building proceeds through a number of stages in a specific 
order. In this story several clauses were devoted to the collecting and sewing of the 
thatch.  After dealing exhaustively with that operation attention now turns to the actual 
construction of the house framework itself, which begins (naturally) with the placing of 
the posts in the ground.  The teq in this sentence could legitimately be glossed ‘next’ to 
indicate the movement from one major step in the procedure to the next.   
 
5. Conclusions 
 
Although the Bargam conjunction teq occurs in a large number of different grammatical 
contexts, it is possible to discern a common thread of meaning running through all of 
them, that of sequence. 

On the phrase level, when teq occurs in a coordinate noun phrase it siginifies non-
chronological addition.  When it occurs in a modified verb phrase it emphasizes the 
notion that the action of the verb is still in process, which for dynamic verbs tacitly 
implies sequence through time. 

On the sentence level, in realis sentences, teq siginifies chronological sequence and 
focuses on temporal priority.  In irrealis sentences, including desiderative medial verb 
forms, the notion of sequence takes on the functional role of contingency with the focus 
on necessity. 

When teq conjoins two independent sentences, the relationship signified may be 
either addition (in the case of characteristic states) or sequence.  Given the meaning of the 
linked sentences, the functional role of the sequential relationship may be temporal 
priority, contrast, contra-expectation or frustration. 
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On the discourse level, teq may be used to indicate sequence, but with the emphasis 
on the intervening time span.  It is also used in narrative discourse to emphasize the 
progression from setting to story proper and/or the movement to the next phase of a story, 
usually with an associated change in topic, and in procedural discourse to indicate the 
movement from one major step in the procedure to the next. 
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APPENDIX 1 
 

The story about how a long time ago the Bargam people lived without fire 
by 

Joseph Nuwayme 
 
01 
Ari  ya Bargam  mataw kwaziqmo   faq  haiqmo   osiyta          ya  
ari  ya bargam  mataw kwaziq-mo  faq  haiq-mo  os -01-iy  -ta  ya  
O.K. I  lg.name men   old   -EMP fire NEG -EMP sit-PA-N1PL-MOD I   
 
bilaqnan.  
bilaq-nan  
say  -DES  
 
O.K., I am going to tell the story about how the Bargam people used to 
live without fire. 
 
02 
Ari  teq  kwaziq diqmo     Bargam  mataw in   didaq kayeqmo   neqad  os   
ari  teq  kwaziq diq  -mo  bargam  mataw in   didaq kayeq-mo  neq-ad os   
O.K. CONJ old    INTNS-EMP lg.name men   they food  raw  -EMP eat-SD sit  
 
yaqay.    
yaq-ay    
IPF-N1PL  
 
O.K., then a long time ago the Bargam people were eating their food raw. 
 
03 
Osad   teq  in   gime    lehim  Karkar nudib      faq  aqasin         
os -ad teq  in   gi -me  leh-im karkar nud   -ib  faq  a  -as   -in   
sit-SD CONJ they INP-eye go -SP name   island-LOC fire INP-smoke-POM  
 
ahol     waqad  teq  in   bilaq yaqay,   I  ezaq       diq   toneq  
a  -hol  waq-ad teq  in   bilaq yaq-ay   i  e    -zaq  diq   ton-eq  
INP-body get-SD CONJ they say   IPF-N1PL we INTER-like INTNS do -SPIR  
 
teq  faq  ko   i  asor waqeq    didaq wizeq      neqam       
teq  faq  ko   i  asor waq-eq   didaq wiz  -eq   neq-01 -am   
CONJ fire that we some get-SPIR food  roast-SPIR eat-FUT-1PL  
 
haq yaqay.    
haq yaq-ay    
QV  IPF-N1PL  
 
That went on for a while and then they saw smoke on Karkar island and 
they were saying, “How will we get some of that fire and cook our food 
and eat it?” 
 
04 
Teq  nog diq  in awaz     meqin diqta    in lehdaq       haq  yaqay.    
teq  nog diq  in a  -waz  meqin diq -ta  in leh-d  -aq   haq  yaq-ay    
CONJ who real he INP-hold bad   real-MOD he go -FUT-N1SG QV IPF-N1PL  
 
“And just who is very strong and will go?,” they were saying. 
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05 
Haqad  teq  in   an         bulonad     teq  in   lehnan  in   rab   
haq-ad teq  in   an         bulon   -ad teq  in   leh-nan in   rab   
QV -SD CONJ they each.other speak.to-SD CONJ they go -DES they fear  
 
yaqay.    
yaq-ay    
IPF-N1PL  
 
They were speaking like that and they were talking to each other and 
they were afraid to go. 
 
06 
I  lehid    ginol   em daqay    haqad  teq  in   os  yaqay.    
i  leh-id   gi -wol em daq-ay   haq-ad teq  in   os  yaq-ay    
we go -DPIR OCR-hit do FUT-N1PL QV -SD CONJ they sit IPF-N1PL  
 
They were thinking, “If we go they will kill us”, and they were 
remaining. 
 
07 
In   osad   teq  in   bilaqiy,      O  i  haqiy kurek   araq  
in   os -ad teq  in   bilaq-01-iy   o  i  haqiy kurek   araq  
they sit-SD CONJ they say  -PA-N1PL oh we QV    chicken a     
 
bulonid       lehan       haqiy.        
bulon   -id   leh-01 -an  haq-01-iy    
speak.to-DPIR go -IPR-3SG QV -PA-N1PL  
 
Things were like that and then they said, “Oh, let’s speak to a chicken 
and let him go.” 
 
08 
In abengayik              inaqta       haqiy.        
in a  -ben -a  -gayik-in  i  -naq -ta  haq-01-iy    
he INP-hand-INP-wing -POM OCR-with-MOD QV -PA-N1PL  
 
“He has wings,” they said. 
 
09 
In meleq    nudib      leheq    faq  asor waqeq    ad      
in mel-eq   nud   -ib  leh-eq   faq  asor waq-eq   ad      
he fly-SPIR island-LOC go -SPIR fire some get-SPIR ACC  
 
tuboldaq          haqiy.        
ti -bol -d  -aq   haq-01-iy    
PFT-come-FUT-N1SG QV -PA-N1PL  
 
“He will fly and go and get some fire and bring it back,” they said. 
 
10 
Haqadmo    in   kurek   araq bulonan     tilah.           
haq-ad-mo  in   kurek   araq bulon   -an ti -leh-01-02    
QV -SD-EMP they chicken a    speak.to-DP PFT-go -PA-N1SG  
 
And they spoke to a chicken and he went. 
 
11 
Teq  kurek   na   in melim  lehim  nudib      woqim   teq  in didaq  
teq  kurek   na   in mel-im leh-im nud   -ib  woq -im teq  in didaq  
CONJ chicken that he fly-SP go -SP island-LOC fall-SP CONJ he food   
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kabemmo   ahol     wam.         
kabem-mo  a  -hol  waq-01-m     
many -EMP INP-body get-PA-N1SG  
 
And after the chicken flew and went and landed on the island, he saw 
much food. 
 
12 
Ahol     waqim  in bolnan   atuw     tihiqiy.            
a  -hol  waq-im in bol -nan a  -tuw  ti -hiqiy -01-02    
INP-body get-SP he come-DES INP-will PFT-finish-PA-N1SG  
 
And he didn’t want to come (home). 
 
13 
Teq  mataw in   kurek   amen    eman  haiq in   bilaqiy,      Kurek    
teq  mataw in   kurek   a  -men em-an haiq in   bilaq-01-iy   kurek    
CONJ men   they chicken OCR-for do-DP NEG  they say  -PA-N1PL chicken  
 
lehan  wol emim  tineqiy         haqiy.        
leh-an wol em-im ti -neq-01-iy   haq-01-iy    
go -DP hit do-SP PFT-eat-PA-N1PL QV -PA-N1PL  
 
And the men waited a long time for the chicken and when he didn’t come 
back they said, “The chicken went and they killed and ate him.” 
 
14 
Haqad  teq  in   ta    bul araq buloniy,         Bul ni  boleq      
haq-ad teq  in   ta    bul araq bulon   -01-iy   bul ni  bol -eq    
QV -SD CONJ they REACT pig a    speak.to-PA-N1PL pig you come-SPIR  
 
nudib      leheq    faq  asor waqeq    a   bol          haqiy.        
nud   -ib  leh-eq   faq  asor waq-eq   a   bol -01 -02  haq-01-iy    
island-LOC go -SPIR fire some get-SPIR ACC come-IMP-2SG QV -PA-N1PL  
 
And next they said to a pig, “Pig, you come and go to the island and get 
some fire and bring it back.” 
 
15 
Haqan  bul bilam,        Ya tilehdaiq       ham.          
haq-an bul bilaq-01-m    ya ti -leh-d  -aiq haq -01-m     
QV -DP pig say  -PA-N1SG I  PFT-go -FUT-1SG QV-PA-N1SG  
 
And the pig said, “I will go.” 
 
16 
Haqad  in lehim  kamisib      tiqitim.             
haq-ad in leh-im kamis   -ib  ti -itiq   -01-m     
QV -SD he go -SP sea/salt-LOC PFT-descend-PA-N1SG  
 
And he went and descended to the sea. 
 
17 
Itiqim     in amim    tilah.           
itiq   -im in am  -im ti -leh-01-02    
descend-SP he swim-SP PFT-go -PA-N1SG  
 
And he swam and went. 
 
18 
Lehim  kamis    liqab      aben     husisiqsa  in lehan  haiq a           
leh-im kamis    liq   -ab  a  -ben  husisiq-sa in leh-an haiq a           
go -SP sea/salt middle-LOC INP-hand tire   -DD he go -DP NEG  REAL  
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ta    milam.          
ta    mileq -01-m     
REACT return-PA-N1SG  
 
And in the middle of the sea his arms were tired and he wasn’t able to 
go any farther and he returned. 
 
19 
Mileqim   ta    bol,         in ago     uliqab.      
mileq -im ta    bol -01-02   in a  -go  uliq   -ib   
return-SP REACT come-PA-N1SG he OCR-POSS village-LOC  
 
He returned and came back, to his village. 
 
20 
 
Bolan   mataw ahol     waqad  in   bilaqiy,      Bul faq  haiqmo    
bol -an mataw a  -hol  waq-ad in   bilaq-01-iy   bul faq  haiq-mo   
come-DP men   INP-body get-SD they say  -PA-N1PL pig fire NEG -EMP  
 
bol          haqiy.        
bol -01-02   haq-01-iy    
come-PA-N1SG QV -PA-N1PL  
 
And the men looked at him and they said, “The pig came without fire.” 
 
21 
Haqad  in   ta    gaun araq buloniy.          
haq-ad in   ta    gaun araq bulon   -01-iy    
QV -SD they REACT dog  a    speak.to-PA-N1PL  
 
So they spoke to a dog. 
 
22 
Gaun araq bulonan     in bilam,        Ya tilehdaiq       ham.          
gaun araq bulon   -an in bilaq-01-m    ya ti -leh-d  -aiq haq -01-m     
dog  a    speak.to-DP he say  -PA-N1SG I  PFT-go -FUT-1SG QV-PA-N1SG  
 
They spoke to a dog and he said, “I will go.” 
 
23 
Haqadmo    gaun na   in kamisib      tilah.           
haq-ad-mo  gaun na   in kamis   -ib  ti -leh-01-02    
QV -SD-EMP dog  that he sea/salt-LOC PFT-go -PA-N1SG  
 
And the dog went to the sea. 
 
24 
Lehim  kamisib      itiqim     amim    tilah.           
leh-im kamis   -ib  itiq   -im am  -im ti -leh-01-02    
go -SP sea/salt-LOC descend-SP swim-SP PFT-go -PA-N1SG  
 
And he descended to the sea and swam and went. 
 
25 
Lehim  nudib      tugwal.             
leh-im nud   -ib  ti -gwal  -01-02    
go -SP island-LOC PFT-ascend-PA-N1SG  
 
And he went up onto the island. 
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26 
Gwalim    in lehim  faq  agerab       tuqus.             
gwal  -im in leh-im faq  a  -ger -ab  ti -us   -01-02    
ascend-SP he go -SP fire INP-side-LOC PFT-sleep-PA-N1SG  
 
And he went and lay down by the fire. 
 
27 
Ussa     Karkarab   mataw gaun na   in   ahol     waqad  teq  in    
us   -sa Karkar-ab  mataw gaun na   in   a  -hol  waq-ad teq  in    
sleep-DD N.    -LOC men   dog  that they INP-body get-SD CONJ they  
 
bilaqiy,      Ne  haqiy gaun na   haqiy in faq  rin   tonnan  bolim    
bilaq-01-iy   ne  haqiy gaun na   haqiy in faq  rin   ton-nan bol -im  
say  -PA-N1PL you QV    dog  that QV    he fire steal do -DES come-SP  
 
usaq          haqiy.        
us   -01-aq   haq-01-iy    
sleep-PR-N1SG QV -PA-N1PL  
 
And the Karkar people were looking at the dog and they said, “You 
(guys), that dog has come to steal fire and he is lying there.” 
 
28 
Haqan  gaun na   in bilam,        Ne  hi  katiyad  ham yaqmen     faq   
haq-an gaun na   in bilaq-01-m    ne  hi  katiy-ad ham ya-i  -men faq   
QV -DP dog  that he say  -PA-N1SG you NEG lie  -SD QV  I -OCR-for fire  
 
ulamid    ya iteriq       ham.          
ulam-id   ya iter-01 -iq  haq-01-m     
blow-DPIR I  warm-JUS-1SG QV -PA-N1SG  
 
And the dog said, “Quit joking and light a fire for me and let me warm 
myself.” 
 
29 
Ya ham huzim    tim  inolaq          ham.          
ya ham huz  -im tim  i  -wol-01-aq   haq-01-m     
I  QV  bathe-SP wind OCR-hit-PR-N1SG QV -PA-N1SG  
 
“I bathed and I’m cold.” 
 
30 
Gaun in nazaq     bilaqim  in tuqus.             
gaun in na  -zaq  bilaq-im in ti -us   -01-02    
dog  he that-like say  -SP he PFT-sleep-PA-N1SG  
 
The dog spoke like that and he remained lying there. 
 
31 
Ussa     ayon    faq  tuqulam  ugiy.                    
us   -sa a  -yon faq  ti -ulam ug             -01-iy    
sleep-DD OCR-for fire PFT-blow give.him/her/it-PA-N1PL  
 
And they lit a fire for him. 
 
32 
Faq  ulaman  in iterad  ussa     mataw in   gigo     kabiyab     
faq  ulam-an in iter-ad us   -sa mataw in   gi -go   kabiy -ab   
fire blow-DP he warm-SD sleep-DD men   they OCR-POSS garden-LOC  
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tilehsa    gaun na   in usim     kiskismo   faq  asor waqim  ad      
ti -leh-sa gaun na   in us   -im kiskis-mo  faq  asor waq-im ad      
PFT-go -DD dog  that he sleep-SP slowly-EMP fire some get-SP ACC  
 
bolim   kamisib      itiqim     amim    a   bolsa   onmin    ahol      
bol -im kamis   -ib  itiq   -im am  -im a   bol -sa onmin    a  -hol   
come-SP sea/salt-LOC descend-SP swim-SP ACC come-DD children INP-body  
 
waqad  ek   tonsa  gaun na   in huritadmo    in faq  hulosan    
waq-ad ek   ton-sa gaun na   in hurit-ad-mo  in faq  hulos -an  
get-SD yell do -DD dog  that he hear -SD-EMP he fire let.go-DP  
 
kamismeb             woqim   faq  timiy.               
kamis   -a  -me -b   woq -im faq  ti -miy    -01-02    
sea/salt-INP-eye-LOC fall-SP fire PFT-die.out-PA-N1SG  
 
And while he was warming himself by the fire the people went to their 
gardens and the dog lay there and slowly got some fire and took it and 
descended to the sea and swam and was bringing it and the children saw 
him and were yelling and the dog heard and he let go of the fire and it 
fell into the sea and went out. 
 
33 
Miyanmo        gaun agem        meqniysa  in mileqim   nudib      ta   
miy    -an-mo  gaun a  -gem     meqniy-sa in mileq -im nud   -ib  ta   
die.out-DP-EMP dog  INP-stomach bad   -DD he return-SP island-LOC REACT  
 
lah.         
leh-01-02    
go -PA-N1SG  
 
And the dog was angry and he returned and went back to the island. 
 
34 
Lehim  in nab      tuqus.             
leh-im in na  -b   ti -us   -01-02    
go -SP he that-LOC PFT-sleep-PA-N1SG  
 
And he remained lying there. 
 
35 
Ussa     mataw gigo     kabiyab    luwiyta                 na    
us   -sa mataw gi -go   kabiy -ab  luw        -01-iy  -ta  na    
sleep-DD men   OCR-POSS garden-LOC walk.around-PA-N1PL-MOD that  
 
tuboliy.          
ti -bol -01-iy    
PFT-come-PA-N1PL  
 
And the people who had been in their gardens came. 
 
36 
Bolanmo     onmin    in   gimaman       tigibileniy,             Gaun  
bol -an-mo  onmin    in   gi -mam   -an ti -gi -bilen   -01-iy   gaun  
come-DP-EMP children they INP-father-Pl PFT-OCR-speak.to-PA-N1PL dog   
 
asan     meqinta   ko   in usim     faq  asor rin   tonim  waqim  a       
a  -san  meqin-ta  ko   in us   -im faq  asor rin   ton-im waq-im a       
INP-skin bad  -MOD that he sleep-SP fire some steal do -SP get-SP ACC  
 
lehsa  i  ek   tonan  in faq  hulosan   kamisib   woqim    
leh-sa i  ek   ton-an in faq  hulos -an kamis-ib  woq -im  
go -DD we yell do -DP he fire let.go-DP sea  -LOC fall-SP  
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timiy               haqiy.        
ti -miy    -01-02   haq-01-iy    
PFT-die.out-PA-N1SG QV -PA-N1PL  
 
And the children said to their fathers, “That dog with the bad skin 
stole some fire and took it and was going and we yelled and he let go of 
the fire and it fell into the sea and went out.” 
 
37 
Miyan      in nawa      bolim   katiyad  usaq          haqiy.        
miy    -an in na  -wa   bol -im katiy-ad us   -01-aq   haq-01-iy    
die.out-DP he that-PLOC come-SP lie  -SD sleep-PR-N1SG QV -PA-N1PL  
 
“And there he lies, pretending.” 
 
38 
Haqan   mataw in   bilaqiy,      Gaun ka   in dimun a    haiq  
haq -an mataw in   bilaq-01-iy   gaun ka   in dimun a    haiq  
QV-DP men   they say  -PA-N1PL dog  this he good  REAL NEG   
 
haqiy.        
haq-01-iy    
QV -PA-N1PL  
 
And the people said, “This dog is not good.” 
 
39 
Ka   in asan     meqin haqiy.        
ka   in a  -san  meqin haq-01-iy    
this he INP-skin bad   QV -PA-N1PL  
 
“This (dog)”, they said, his skin is bad.” 
 
40 
In awaz     meqin haiq haqiy.        
in a  -waz  meqin haiq haq-01-iy    
he INP-hold bad   NEG  QV -PA-N1PL  
 
“He is not strong,” they said. 
 
41 
Haqan  onmin    bilaqiy,Haiq  haqiy helmo    haqiy in faq  rin   tonim   
haq-an onmin    bilaq-01-iy   haqiy hel -mo  haqiy in faq  rin   ton-im  
QV -DP children say  -PA-N1PL QV    true-EMP QV    he fire steal do -SP  
 
a   lehsa  i  ek   tonan  in faq  hulosan   kamisib   wom           
a   leh-sa i  ek   ton-an in faq  hulos -an kamis-ib  woq -01-m     
ACC go -DD we yell do -DP he fire let.go-DP sea  -LOC fall-PA-N1SG  
 
haqiy.        
haq-01-iy    
QV -PA-N1PL  
 
And the children said, “No! It’s true! He stole fire and took it and we 
yelled and he let go of the fire and it fell into the sea.” 
 
42 
Haqan  gaun in bilam,        Onmin    na   ham katiyay        
haq-an gaun in bilaq-01-m    onmin    na   ham katiy-01-ay    
QV -DP dog  he say  -PA-N1SG children that QV  lie  -PR-N1PL  
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ham.           
haq-01-m      
QV -PA-N1SG   
 
And the dog said, “Those children are lying.” 
 
43 
Ya ham huzim    teq  ya ta    bolim   kawa      usaiq               
ya ham huz  -im teq  ya ta    bol -im ka  -wa   us   -01-aiq  
I  QV  bathe-SP CONJ I  REACT come-SP this-PLOC sleep-PR-1SG  
 
ham.    
haq-01-m     
QV -PA-N1SG  
 
“After I bathed I came back and here I am.” 
 
44 
Haqan  mataw in   Helmo    daqag haqiy.        
haq-an mataw in   hel -mo  daqag haq-01-iy    
QV -DP men   they true-EMP DUB   QV -PA-N1PL  
 
And the people said, “It’s probably true.” 
 
45 
Ka   in huzimmo      bolim   kawa      usaq          haqiy.        
ka   in huz  -im-mo  bol -im ka  -wa   us   -01-aq   haq-01-iy    
this he bathe-SP-EMP come-SP this-PLOC sleep-PR-N1SG QV -PA-N1PL  
 
“This (dog) bathed and came and here he is.” 
 
46 
Haqan  gaun in huritad  anad     dimniysa   tuqus.             
haq-an gaun in hurit-ad a  -nad  dimniy -sa ti -us   -01-02    
QV -DP dog  he hear -SD INP-mind be.good-DD PFT-sleep-PA-N1SG  
 
And the dog was listening and he lay there very happy. 
 
47 
Ussa     Bargam  mataw in   gihol    eman  haiq in   bilaqiy,      Gaun  
us   -sa bargam  mataw in   gi -hol  em-an haiq in   bilaq-01-iy   gaun  
sleep-DD lg.name men   they INP-body do-DP NEG  they say  -PA-N1PL dog   
 
ka   haqiy lehan  tuwol   emiy       haqiy.        
ka   haqiy leh-an ti -wol em-01-iy   haq-01-iy    
this QV    go -DP PFT-hit do-PA-N1PL QV -PA-N1PL  
 
And the Bargam people waited for a long time and they said, “This dog 
went and they killed him.” 
 
48 
Haqad  teq  in   bilaqiy,      Nog didiq awaz     meqin didiqta   in  
haq-ad teq  in   bilaq-01-iy   nog didiq a  -waz  meqin didiq-ta  in  
QV -SD CONJ they say  -PA-N1PL who INTNS INP-hold bad   INTNS-MOD he  
 
lehid    a    hi  wol em daqay,   haqiy.        
leh-id   a    hi  wol em daq-ay   haq-01-iy    
go -DPIR REAL NEG hit do FUT-N1PL QV -PA-N1PL  
 
And then they said, “Just who is strong enough to go without getting 
killed?” 
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49 
Haqad  teq  in   ginad    emad  osiy.        
haq-ad teq  in   gi -nad  em-ad os -01-iy    
QV -SD CONJ they INP-mind do-SD sit-PA-N1PL  
 
And they were thinking. 
 
50 
Osim   teq  in   bilaqiy,      I  haqiy kaul      bulonuq           
os -im teq  in   bilaq-01-iy   i  haqiy kaul      bulon   -01 -uq   
sit-SP CONJ they say  -PA-N1PL we QV    lizard.sp speak.to-JUS-1PL  
 
haqiy.        
haq-01-iy    
QV -PA-N1PL  
 
And then they said, “Let’s speak to the kaul lizard.” 
 
51 
Kaul      na   in mat awaz     meqinta   haqiy.        
kaul      na   in mat a  -waz  meqin-ta  haq-01-iy    
lizard.sp that he man INP-hold bad  -MOD QV -PA-N1PL  
 
“The kaul is a strong man.” 
 
52 
Teq  in katiyaqta         haqiy.        
teq  in katiy-01-aq  -ta  haq-01-iy    
CONJ he lie  -PR-N1SG-MOD QV -PA-N1PL  
 
“And he is a trickster.” 
 
53 
Haqad  in   kaul      tubuloniy,           Kaul      teq  ni  Karkar  
haq-ad in   kaul      ti -bulon   -01-iy   kaul      teq  ni  karkar  
QV -SD they lizard.sp PFT-speak.to-PA-N1PL lizard.sp CONJ you name      
 
nudib      leheq    faq  asor waqeq    a   boldaq        o  haiq 
nud   -ib  leh-eq   faq  asor waq-eq   a   bol -d  -aq   o  haiq   
island-LOC go -SPIR fire some get-SPIR ACC come-FUT-N1SG or NEG    
 
 
haqiy.        
haq-01-iy    
QV -PA-N1PL  
 
And they said to the kaul, “Kaul, will you go to Karkar island and get 
some fire and bring it back or not?” 
 
54 
Haqan  kaul      in bilam,        Ya ham tilehdaiq       ham.          
haq-an kaul      in bilaq-01-m    ya ham ti -leh-d  -aiq haq-01-m     
QV -DP lizard.sp he say  -PA-N1SG I  QV  PFT-go -FUT-1SG QV -PA-N1SG  
 
And kaul said, “I will go.” 
 
55 
Teq  ya lehsa  ne  yaqmen     karuw araq wol em daqay    o  haiq?  
teq  ya leh-sa ne  ya-i  -men karuw araq wol em daq-ay   o  haiq   
CONJ I  go -DD you I -OCR-for meat  a    hit do FUT-N1PL or NEG    
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ham.          
haq-01-m     
QV -PA-N1SG  
 
“But while I am going will you kill a pig for me or not?” 
 
56 
Haqan  mataw in   bilaqiy,      Ni  haqiy leheq    faq  asor waqeq     
haq-an mataw in   bilaq-01-iy   ni  haqiy leh-eq   faq  asor waq-eq    
QV -DP men   they say  -PA-N1PL you QV    go -SPIR fire some get-SPIR  
 
a   bolid     teq  i  ninmen      karuw araq wol emam        
a   bol -id   teq  i  ni -ni -men karuw araq wol em-01 -am   
ACC come-DPIR CONJ we you OCR-for meat  a    hit do-FUT-1PL  
 
haqiy.        
haq-01-iy    
QV -PA-N1PL  
 
And the people said, “If you go and get some fire and bring it then we 
will kill a pig for you.” 
 
57 
Haqan  in huritad  anad     dimniysa   in tilah.           
haq-an in hurit-ad a  -nad  dimniy -sa in ti -leh-01-02    
QV -DP he hear -SD INP-mind be.good-DD he PFT-go -PA-N1SG  
 
And he listened and being very happy, he went. 
 
58 
Lehim  kamisib   itim.            
leh-im kamis-ib  itiq   -01-m     
go -SP sea  -LOC descend-PA-N1SG  
 
He went and descended to the sea. 
 
59 
Itiqim     in kamis    amalibmo        in sibim  tilah.           
itiq   -im in kamis    amal   -ib -mo  in sib-im ti -leh-01-02    
descend-SP he sea/salt surface-LOC-EMP he run-SP PFT-go -PA-N1SG  
 
And he ran on top of the water and went. 
 
60 
Lehim  nudib      in gwal.           
leh-im nud   -ib  in gwal  -01-02    
go -SP island-LOC he ascend-PA-N1SG  
 
And he went up onto the island. 
 
61 
Gwalim    lehim  in bit   araqab   faq  oyad    aqasin         
gwal  -im leh-im in bit   araq-ab  faq  oy  -ad a  -as   -in   
ascend-SP go -SP he house a   -LOC fire cook-SD INP-smoke-POM  
 
gwatiqsa     in ahol     waqad  in nab      tilolah.              
gwahtiq  -sa in a  -hol  waq-ad in na  -b   ti -loleh   -01-02    
pass.thru-DD he INP-body get-SD he that-LOC PFT-approach-PA-N1SG  
 
And he went and seeing a house with fire coming out he approached there. 
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62 
Lehim  bit   aduganib   gwatim.            
leh-im bit   adugan-ib  gwahtiq  -01-m     
go -SP house inside-LOC pass.thru-PA-N1SG  
 
And he went inside the house. 
 
63 
Gwatiqim     in bit   anamren bulon,           Ya moq naqmo         
gwahtiq  -im in bit   anamren bulon   -01-02   ya moq na  -a  -mo   
pass.thru-SP he house owner   speak.to-PA-N1SG I  die that-OCR-EMP  
 
hiqiyaiq      ham.          
hiqiy -01-aiq haq-01-m     
finish-PR-1SG QV -PA-N1SG  
 
And he said to the owner of the house, “I am really sick.” 
 
64 
Ni  ham kob      kobmo        loqsa       ya faq  iternan  ham.          
ni  ham ko  -b   ko  -b  -mo  loq     -sa ya faq  iter-nan haq-01-m     
you QV  that-LOC that-LOC-EMP approach-DD I  fire warm-DES QV -PA-N1SG  
 
“You move away and I am going to warm myself by the fire.” 
 
65 
Ya usad     teq  faq  iterdaiq     ham.          
ya us   -ad teq  faq  iter-d  -aiq haq-01-m     
I  sleep-SD CONJ fire warm-FUT-1SG QV -PA-N1SG  
 
“I am going to lie here and warm myself by the fire. 
 
66 
Haqad  in mat na   kat ugim               in ago      
haq-ad in mat na   kat ug             -im in a  -go    
QV -SD he man that lie give.him/her/it-SP he OCR-POSS 
 
banab              tuqus.             
ban           -ab  ti -us   -01-02    
reposing.place-LOC PFT-sleep-PA-N1SG  
 
And he tricked the man and lay down in his place. 
 
67 
Usadmo       in kiskismo   in faq  araq wam.         
us   -ad-mo  in kiskis-mo  in faq  araq waq-01-m     
sleep-SD-EMP he slowly-EMP he fire a    get-PA-N1SG  
 
While he was lying there he took a (piece) of fire. 
 
68 
In waqim  abiliknib       am        waz.  
in waq-im a  -bilikin-ib  am        waz   
he get-SP INP-tail   -LOC vine/rope hold  
 
And he tied it to his tail. 
 
69 
Am        wazad   in ame     adunibmo           in saw   ahol      
am        waz -ad in a  -me  a  -dun   -ib -mo  in saw   a  -hol   
vine/rope hold-SD he INP-eye INP-corner-LOC-EMP he place INP-body  
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waqyaq.       
waq-y  -aq    
get-IPF-N1SG  
 
And he was looking out of the corner of his eye. 
 
70 
Ame     adunibmo           in saw   ahol     waqadmo    in kiskismo    
a  -me  a  -dun   -ib -mo  in saw   a  -hol  waq-ad-mo  in kiskis-mo   
INP-eye INP-corner-LOC-EMP he place INP-body get-SD-EMP he slowly-EMP  
 
eram.           
eraq  -01-m     
get.up-PA-N1SG  
 
While he was looking out of the corner of his eye he slowly got up. 
 
71 
In eraqimmo      sib titayimmo        kamisibmo     itim.            
in eraq  -im-mo  sib ti   -tay-im-mo  kamis-ib -mo  itiq   -01-m     
he get.up-SP-EMP run REDUP-dig-SP-EMP sea  -LOC-EMP descend-PA-N1SG  
 
He got up and ran very fast and descended to the sea. 
 
72 
Kamisib   itiqim     in kamis    amalib     sib titayimmo         
kamis-ib  itiq   -im in kamis    amal  -ib  sib ti   -tay-im-mo   
sea  -LOC descend-SP he sea/salt on.top-LOC run REDUP-dig-SP-EMP  
 
tilah.           
ti -leh-01-02    
PFT-go -PA-N1SG  
 
And he ran on top of the sea and went. 
 
73 
Faq  rin   tonim  ad  tukim       tilah,          Bargam  mataw  
faq  rin   ton-im ad  tuk     -im ti -leh-01-02   bargam  mataw  
fire steal do -SP ACC run.away-SP PFT-go -PA-N1SG lg.name men    
 
gimen.   
gi -men  
OCR-for  
 
He stole fire and ran away with it and went, for the Bargam people. 
 
74 
In faq  waqim  a      bolsa   Karkarab   mataw in   ahol     waqad  teq   
in faq  waq-im a      bol -sa Karkar-ab  mataw in   a  -hol  waq-ad teq   
he fire get-SP ACC come-DD N.    -LOC men   they INP-body get-SD CONJ  
 
in bilaqiy,      O  haqiy kaul      ko   haqiy bolim   katiyad   
in bilaq-01-iy   o  haqiy kaul      ko   haqiy bol -im katiy-ad  
he say  -PA-N1PL oh QV    lizard.sp that QV    come-SP lie  -SD  
 
usimmo       in faq  rin   tonim  ad  tilehaq         haqiy.        
us   -im-mo  in faq  rin   ton-im ad  ti -leh-01-aq   haq-01-iy    
sleep-SP-EMP he fire steal do -SP ACC PFT-go -PR-N1SG QV -PA-N1PL  
 
As he was taking the fire and bringing it, the Karkar people saw him and 
they said, “Oh that kaul came and lay there pretending and he stole fire 
and is taking it.” 
 
75 
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Wol emiy        haqiy.        
wol em-01 -iy   haq-01-iy    
hit do-IPR-N1PL QV -PA-N1PL  
 
“Kill him!” 
 
76 
Haqad  in   ek   tonim  sibim  bolsa   kaul      in teko    kamis     
haq-ad in   ek   ton-im sib-im bol -sa kaul      in teko    kamis     
QV -SD they yell do -SP run-SP come-DD lizard.sp he earlier sea  
 
liqabmo        in tubol.            
liq   -ab -mo  in ti -bol -01-02    
middle-LOC-EMP he PFT-come-PA-N1SG  
 
And they yelled and ran and were coming and the kaul had already arrived 
in the middle of the sea (i..e. he was already half-way home). 
 
77 
Mataw in   samanta   sibim  boliy,       Kaul      wol emam        
mataw in   saman-ta  sib-im bol -01-iy   kaul      wol em-01 -am   
men   they empty-MOD run-SP come-PA-N1PL lizard.sp hit do-FUT-1PL  
 
haqad.   
haq -ad  
QV-SD  
 
And the people ran and came for nothing (i.e. in vain), thinking, “We 
will kill kaul.” 
 
78 
Kaul      in faq  waqim  ad  tubol,           Bargam  mataw gimen.   
kaul      in faq  waq-im ad  ti -bol -01-02   bargam  mataw gi -men  
lizard.sp he fire get-SP ACC PFT-come-PA-N1SG lg.name men   OCR-for  
 
Kaul took the fire and brought it, for the Bargam people. 
 
79 
In a   bolan   Bargam  mataw ginad    dimniysa   in   ayon    karuw  
in a   bol -an bargam  mataw gi -nad  dimniy -sa in   a  -yon karuw  
he ACC come-DP lg.name men   INP-mind be.good-DD they INP-for meat   
 
araq tuqoy    ugiy.                    
araq ti -oy   ug             -01-iy    
a    PFT-cook give.him/her/it-PA-N1PL  
 
He brought it and the Bargam people were very happy and they cooked a 
pig for him. 
 
80 
Oy   ugan               in tinam.           
oy   ug             -an in ti -neq-01-m     
cook give.him/her/it-DP he PFT-eat-PA-N1SG  
 
And he ate it. 
 
81 
Neqad  in tuqos,          anad     dimniysa.   
neq-ad in ti -os -01-02   a  -nad  dimniy -sa  
eat-SD he PFT-sit-PA-N1SG INP-mind be.good-DD  
 
And he remained being very happy. 
 
82 
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Na   nawaqmo.           
na   na  -wa  -a  -mo   
that that-PLOC-OCR-EMP  
 
That’s all. 
 
83 
Bargam  faq  waqiyta         ago      wagam tihiqiy.            
bargam  faq  waq-01-iy  -ta  a  -go   wagam ti -hiqiy -01-02    
lg.name fire get-PA-N1PL-MOD OCR-POSS story PFT-finish-PA-N1SG  
 
The story about how the Bargam people got fire is finished. 
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APPENDIX 2 
 

The story about Asiwan and his sister Baygay 
by 

Sireo Husam 
 
01 
Ari  teq  mat na   anan     Asiwan.  
ari  teq  mat na   a  -nan  Asiwan   
O.K. CONJ man that INP-name name     
 
O.K., then the man’s name was Asiwan. 
 
02 
In tarowab   ago      hayaqab            ussa     adulan            
in tarow-ab  a  -go   hayaq         -ab  us   -sa a  -dulan         
he night-LOC OCR-POSS yg.men's.house-LOC sleep-DD INP-image/spirit  
 
gwatiqim     ago      es         wazsa   amam       loyinadmo     
gwahtiq  -im a  -go   es         waz -sa a  -mam    loyin-ad-mo   
pass.thru-SP OCR-POSS belongings hold-DD INP-father sense-SD-EMP  
 
us.            
us   -01-02    
sleep-PA-N1SG  
 
He was sleeping in his house boy and his spirit/image came out and was 
gathering his belongings and his father lay sensing (his movements). 
 
03 
Ussa     amidon    adulan           hiti    loqim       amam        
us   -sa a  -midon a  -dulan        hiti    loq     -im a  -mam     
sleep-DD INP-child INP-image/spirit descend approach-SP INP-father  
 
ago     kalik  amotnib    haliy     usta              na   in waqim   
a  -go   kalik  amotin-ib  haliy     us   -01-02  -ta  na   in waq-im  
OCR-POSS bearer end   -LOC rope.ring sleep-PA-N1SG-Mod that he get-SP  
 
a   lo       guren   regsa    amam       bilam,        "Agem        
a   lo       guren   reg  -sa a  -mam    bilaq-01-m    a  -gem      
ACC approach coconut climb-DD INP-father say  -PA-N1SG INP-stomach  
 
moqsa  daqag guren   regaq,"       ham.          
moq-sa daqag guren   reg  -01-aq   haq-01-m     
die-DD DUB   coconut climb-PR-N1SG QV -PA-N1SG  
 
And the child’s spirit/image descended (to the ground) and approached 
and took his father’s rope ring (for climbing trees) that was hanging on 
the end of the house bearer and took it to a nearby coconut tree and as 
he was climbing his father said, ‘He’s probably hungry and so he’s 
climbing the coconut tree.’ 
 
04 
Amun  gwale kor waqim  zirim              tuq    tonad  guren   alonib    
amun  gwale kor waq-im zir            -im tuq    ton-ad guren   alon-ib   
child go.up pod get-SP split.in.strips-SP bundle do -SD coconut top -LOC  
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ossa   amam       ahol     eman  haiq.  
os -sa a  -mam    a  -hol  em-an haiq   
sit-DD INP-father INP-body do-DP NEG    
 
The child went up and took a pod and split it length-wise into strips 
and bound it together and was sitting in the top of the coconut tree and 
his father waited but nothing happened. 
 
05 
Guren   araq waqan  a          hi  wom.          
guren   araq waq-an a          hi  woq -01-m     
coconut a    get-DP realis.mkr NEG fall-PA-N1SG  
 
No coconut was dropped (to the ground). 
 
06 
An amam       hiti    lo       ame     gwale amidon    adulan            
an a  -mam    hiti    lo       a  -me  gwale a  -midon a  -dulan         
DP INP-father descend approach INP-eye go.up INP-child INP-image/spirit  
 
ahol     waqsamo    kor miderim   waqim  adeqab         eman   
a  -hol  waq-sa-mo  kor mider -im waq-im a  -deq   -ab  em-an  
INP-body get-DD-EMP pod ignite-SP get-SP INP-armpit-LOC do-DP  
 
lehanmo    ad  era    daloy      iyim  kaitab   tilehsamo       
leh-an-mo  ad  era    daloy      iy-im kait-ab  ti -leh-sa-mo   
go -DP-EMP ACC get.up ball.light be-SP sky -LOC PFT-go -DD-EMP  
 
amam       bilam,        "E   Asiwan ni  ya a    hi  kat  
a  -mam    bilaq-01-m    e    Asiwan ni  ya a    hi  kat  
INP-father say  -PA-N1SG hey! name   you I  REAL NEG lie  
 
yagaq           e,"   ham?          
ya-g   -01-aq   e     haq-01-m     
I -give-PR-N1SG INTER QV -PA-N1SG  
 
Then his father descended and looked up and right as he watched his 
child's spirit it lit the pod and putting it under its arm it became a 
ball of light and as it went up into the sky his father spoke, 'Hey 
Asiwan, you don't think you can fool me do you?' 
 
07 
Haqadmo    in hayaqab            gwatiqim     amidon     
haq-ad-mo  in hayaq         -ab  gwahtiq  -im a  -midon  
QV -SD-EMP he yg.men's.house-LOC pass.thru-SP INP-child  
 
azoqan           qwaysamo    asan     ago      banab               
a  -zoq     -an  qway-sa-mo  a  -san  a  -go   ban           -ab   
INP-log.drum-POM cut -DD-EMP INP-skin INP-POSS reposing.place-LOC  
 
osimmo     bilam,        "Kabay            ni  ezaq       haqad    
os -im-mo  bilaq-01-m    ka    -bay        ni  e   -zaq   haq-ad  
sit-SP-EMP say  -PA-N1SG IMPERS-bro.in.law you INTER-like QV -SD  
 
zoq      qwayaq?"     ham.          
zoq      qway-01-aq   haq -01-m     
log.drum cut -PR-N1SG QV  -PA-N1SG  
 
Then he entered the house-boy and as he played his son's rhythm on the 
log drum his son's skin sitting on his platform spoke, ‘Dad, why are you 
hitting the log drum?’ 
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08 
Haqanmo     amam       bilam,        "Ni tilehsa    ya nibiyad     
haq -an-mo  a  -mam    bilaq-01-m    ni  ti -leh-sa ya ni -biy-ad  
QV  -DP-EMP INP-father say  -PA-N1SG you PFT-go -DD I  OCR-see-SD  
 
nizoqan          iyaiq,"     ham.          
ni -zoq     -an  iy  -01-aiq haq -01-m     
INP-log.drum-POM play-PR-1Sg QV-PA-N1SG  
 
Then his father spoke, ‘I saw you as you were going and I am hitting the 
log drum.’ 
 
09 
Haqan  amidon    bilam,        "Yaqmo     ikat    yagsa,"     
haq-an a  -midon bilaq-01-m    ya-i  -mo  i  -kat ya-g   -sa  
QV -DP INP-child say  -PA-N1SG I -OCR-EMP OCR-lie I -give-DD  
 
ham.           
haq -01-m      
QV-PA-N1SG   
 
Then his child thought, ‘He's just kidding me.’ 
 
10 
Haqadmo    amam       le ago      bitab     ossa   saw    
haq-ad-mo  a  -mam    le a  -go   bit  -ab  os -sa saw    
QV -SD-EMP INP-father go OCR-POSS house-LOC sit-DD place  
 
hastitayan      ago      aw    inaq     kabiyab    lehim  maroq  didaq  
hastitay    -an a  -go   aw    i  -naq  kabiy -ab  leh-im maroq  didaq  
become.clear-DP OCR-POSS woman OCR-with garden-LOC go -SP banana food   
 
waqim  a   bolim   awe      sisoqsa  aduw        hitiqim    bul wazim    
waq-im a   bol -im a  -we   sisoq-sa a  -duw     hitiq  -im bul waz -im  
get-SP ACC come-SP INP-wife shave-DD INP-husband descend-SP pig hold-SP  
 
ulumim    oyim    a   lo       amidon    anognib          emim   
ulum  -im oy  -im a   lo       a  -midon a  -nog -an -ib  em-im  
pierce-SP cook-SP ACC approach INP-child INP-chin-POM-LOC do-SP  
 
bilam,        "Ari Asiwan ham karuw didaq kawa      ni  neq,"        
bilaq-01-m    ari  Asiwan ham karuw didaq ka  -wa   ni  neq-01 -02   
say  -PA-N1SG O.K. name   QV  meat  food  this-PLOC you eat-IMP-2SG  
 
ham.          
haq -01-m     
QV-PA-N1SG  
 
Then his father went and sat in the house and when it was light he went 
with his wife to the garden and got bananas and food and brought it and  
while his wife peeled it her husband descended and caught a pig and 
speared it and and cooked it and brought it and placing it before his 
child he spoke, ‘O.K., Asiwan, this food and meat here, you eat it.’ 
 
11 
"Ni tarowab   ya ihulosim      tilehsa    nibiyim    kawa       
ni  tarow-ab  ya i  -hulos -im ti -leh-sa ni -biy-im ka  -wa    
you night-LOC I  OCR-let.go-SP PFT-go -DD OCR-see-SP this-PLOC  
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ninyon      didaq oy   nig,"           ham.          
ni -niyon   didaq oy   nig     -01-02  haq-01-m     
you-for.you food  cook give.you-PA-2SG QV -PA-N1SG  
 
‘Last night you left me and I saw you go and so here I have cooked food 
for you.’ 
 
12 
Haqan  amidon    didaq karuw na   neqad  ahiy            amikta     
haq-an a  -midon didaq karuw na   neq-ad a  -hiy         amik -ta   
QV -DP INP-child food  meat  that eat-SD INP-sib.opp.sex small-MOD  
 
Baygay in bulon,           "Baygay boleq     karuw didaq asor  
Baygay in bulon   -01-02   Baygay  bol -eq   karuw didaq asor  
name   he speak.to-PA-N1SG name    come-SPIR meat  food  some  
 
giwaqid      nibab               aduw        inaq     giyon   Ituqurbe  
gi -waq-id   ni -bab             a  -duw     i  -naq  gi -yon ituqurbe  
OCR-get-DPIR INP-oldr.sib.sa.sex INP-husband OCR-with OCR-for name        
 
lehuq,"     ham.          
leh-01 -uq  haq-01-m     
go -JUS-1PL QV -PA-N1SG  
 
So his child ate the meat (for a while) and he spoke to his younger 
sister Baygay, ‘Baygay, come and get some of this meat and food let's 
take it to Ituqurbe for your older sister and her husband.’ 
 
13 
Haqadmo    in   tilehiy.         
haq-ad-mo  in   ti -leh-01-iy    
QV -SD-EMP they PFT-go -PA-N1PL  
 
So they went. 
 
14 
In   lehim  ahiy            abay           nenaq    ossa   tarom iyan   
in   leh-im a  -hiy         a  -bay        ne -naq  os -sa tarom iy-an  
they go -SP INP-sib.opp.sex INP-bro.in.law OCR-with sit-DD night be-DP  
 
urom iyahta   woqsa   abay           awe      inaq     bilaqiy,       
urom iyah-ta  woq -sa a  -bay        a  -we   i  -naq  bilaq-01-iy    
rain big -MOD fall-DD INP-bro.in.law INP-wife OCR-with say  -PA-N1PL  
 
"Urom woqaq,"      haqiy.        
urom  woq -01-aq   haq-01-iy    
rain  fall-PR-N1SG QV -PA-N1PL  
 
They went and stayed with his sister and his brother-in-law and at night 
it was pouring rain and his brother-in-law and his wife said, ‘It's 
raining.’ 
  
15 
"Ne useq       babeq    teq  leh daqay,"  haqiy.        
ne  us   -eq   babeq    teq  leh daq-ay   haq-01-iy    
you sleep-SPIR tomorrow CONJ go  FUT-N1PL QV -PA-N1PL  
 
‘You sleep and tomorrow you will go.’ 
 
16 
Haqan  Asiwan ahiy            bulon,           "Kuloqmo  waqeq     
haq-an Asiwan a  -hiy         bulon   -01-02   kuloq-mo  waq-eq    
QV -DP name   INP-sib.opp.sex speak.to-PA-N1SG pod  -EMP get-SPIR  
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a   bolid     i  lehuq,"     ham.          
a   bol -id   i  leh-01 -uq  haq-01-m     
ACC come-IrDP we go -JUS-1PL QV -PA-N1SG  
 
Then Asiwan spoke to his sister, ‘Just bring a large pod and let us go.’ 
 
17 
Haqan   ahiy           in  giwasih.           
haq-an a  -hiy         in  gi -wasih -01-02   
QV -DP INP-sib.opp.sex she OCR-detain-PA-1SG  
 
Then his sister detained them. 
 
18 
"Kab     useq       babeq    gime    saw   waqad  teq  leh daqay,"   
ka  -b   us   -eq   babeq    gi -me  saw   waq-ad teq  leh daq-ay    
this-LOC sleep-SPIR tomorrow INP-eye place get-SD CONJ go  FUT-N1PL  
 
ham.          
haq-01-m     
QV -PA-N1SG  
 
‘Sleep here and tomorrow when you can see where you're going then you 
will go.’ 
 
19 
Haqanmo    ahiy            bilam,        "Kuloqmo  waq a       
haq-an-mo  a  -hiy         bilaq-01-m    kuloq-mo  waq a       
QV -DP-EMP INP-sib.opp.sex say  -PA-N1SG pod  -EMP get ACC  
 
bolidmo       i  lehuq,"     ham.          
bol -id  -mo  i  leh-01 -uq  haq-01-m     
come-DPIR-EMP we go -JUS-1PL QV -PA-N1SG  
 
‘Then her brother spoke, Just bring a pod and let us go.’ 
 
20 
Haqan  ahiy            kuloq waqim  uganmo                 in  
haq-an a  -hiy         kuloq waq-im ug             -an-mo  in  
QV -DP INP-sib.opp.sex pod   get-SP give.him/her/it-DP-EMP he  
 
ahiy            amikta    inaq     era    tilehiy.       
a  -hiy         amik -ta  i  -naq  era    ti -leh-01-iy  
INP-sib.opp.sex small-MOD OCR-with get.up PFT-go -PA-N1PL  
 
So his sister gave him a pod and he and his sister rose and left. 
 
21 
Lehim  saw   anan     Zibor Asus       haqayta         gilikmanib      
leh-im saw   a  -nan  Zibor a  -sus    haq-01-ay  -ta  gi -likman-ib   
go -SP place INP-name name  INP-breast QV -PR-N1PL-MOD OCR-midst -LOC  
 
mat ahulinaqta             na   in ay        kasiweq ulum   muzim      
mat a  -huliq-i  -naq -ta  na   in ay        kasiweq ulum   muz   -im  
man INP-waist-OCR-with-MOD that he tree/wood name    pierce follow-SP  
 
turim    ahiy            awta      le uriyamad  lehsa   
tur  -im a  -hiy         aw   -ta  le uriyam-ad leh-sa  
stand-SP INP-sib.opp.sex woman-MOD go pass  -SD go -DD  
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ahiy            matta   na   loqanmo         mat ahulinaqta              
a  -hiy         mat-ta  na   loq     -an-mo  mat a  -huliq-i  -naq -ta   
INP-sib.opp.sex man-MOD that approach-DP-EMP man INP-waist-OCR-with-MOD  
 
na   mat tuwaz.            
na   mat ti -waz -01-02    
that man PFT-hold-PA-N1SG  
 
In the middle of the place called Zibor's breasts the snake, standing 
behind (and against) the kasiweq tree, after the sister had gone past 
and was going and right when the brother approached the snake caught the 
man. 
 
22 
Wazim   ad  wole    og     wolan  gwalsa    yoq   huhuw neman    in  
waz -im ad  wole    og     wol-an gwal  -sa yoq   huhuw nem  -an in  
hold-SP ACC go.down ground hit-DP ascend-DD water swell utter-DP he  
 
mat moqan  wazim   yoq   aduganib   kob      tuqos.           
mat moq-an waz -im yoq   adugan-ib  ko  -b   ti -os -01-02    
man die-DP hold-SP water inside-LOC that-LOC PFT-sit-PA-N1SG  
 
He took him and he hit the ground and it came up and the creek pooled up 
and he held the dead man and stayed there underneath the water. 
 
23 
Ossa   ahiy            awta      Baygay gaqim  gaqim  uliqab       
os -sa a  -hiy         aw   -ta  Baygay gaq-im gaq-im uliq   -ib   
sit-DD INP-sib.opp.sex woman-MOD name   cry-SP cry-SP village-LOC  
 
lehim  bilaqan  biyahta         era    sul             faq  waqim  a  
leh-im bilaq-an biyah      -ta  era    sul             faq  waq-im a 
go -SP say  -DP large.group-MOD get.up dried.coc.frond fire get-SP ACC  
 
le yoq   urumun   muzan     lehan  sul             faq  wazim    
le yoq   urum-un  muz   -an leh-an sul             faq  waz -im  
go water bank-POM follow-DP go -DP dried.coc.frond fire hold-SP  
 
tursa    saw   hastitay.             
tur  -sa saw   hastitay    -01-02    
stand-DD place become.clear-PA-N1SG  
 
Then his sister Baygay went crying to the village and spoke and a crowd 
rose up and taking torches they went and followed the banks of the creek 
and holding the torches they stood there until dawn. 
 
24 
Saw   hastitayan      in   ahol     a    hi  waqiy.       
saw   hastitay    -an in   a  -hol  a    hi  waq-01-iy    
place become.clear-DP they INP-body REAL NEG get-PA-N1PL  
 
When it grew light they didn't see anything. 
 
25 
Mataw lehim  kadug  urotim  a   bolim   ulum   nignagan          haiq  
mataw leh-im kadug  urot-im a   bol -im ulum   nig     -nag  -an haiq  
men   go -SP bamboo cut -SP ACC come-SP pierce give.you-REDUP-DP NEG   
 
teq  yoq   adanin       eman  nab      lehsa  teq  in   mat  
teq  yoq   a  -dan -in  em-an na  -b   leh-sa teq  in   mat  
CONJ water INP-path-POM do-DP that-LOC go -DD CONJ they man  
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ahulinaqta             na   ahol     waqad  hiti    mat inaqmo        
a  -huliq-i  -naq -ta  na   a  -hol  waq-ad hiti    mat i  -naq -mo   
INP-waist-OCR-with-MOD that INP-body get-SD descend man OCR-with-EMP  
 
sorim    ad  gwa    eman  nab      in mat tuhulos.            
sor  -im ad  gwa    em-an na  -b   in mat ti -hulos -01-02    
carry-SP ACC ascend do-DP that-LOC he man PFT-let.go-PA-N1SG  
 
The men went and cut a bamboo pole and brought it poked around in the 
water but with no result.  So they made a way for the water and after it 
ran out they saw the snake and they descended and carried it and the man 
up and put it down and then the snake let go of the man. 
 
26 
Hulosan   mat ban            emiy.       
hulos -an mat ban            em-01-iy    
let.go-DP man reposing.place do-PA-N1PL  
 
Then they put the man on a platform. 
 
27 
Mat ahulinaqta             ban            emiy.       
mat a  -huliq-i  -naq -ta  ban            em-01-iy    
man INP-waist-OCR-with-MOD reposing.place do-PA-N1PL  
 
And they put the snake on a platform. 
 
28 
Gisorim      uliqab      tilehiy.         
gi -sor  -im uliq   -ib  ti -leh-01-iy    
OCR-carry-SP village-LOC PFT-go -PA-N1PL  
 
They carried them to the village. 
 
29 
Lehim  mat a   le bitab     emad  mat ahulinaqta             na    
leh-im mat a   le bit  -ab  em-ad mat a  -huliq-i  -naq -ta  na    
go -SP man ACC go house-LOC do-SD man INP-waist-OCR-with-MOD that  
 
zoq      agemab          eman  woqan   adanin       ituqan   ossa   mat  
zoq      a  -gem    -ab  em-an woq -an a  -dan -in  ituq -an os -sa mat  
log.drum INP-stomach-LOC do-DP fall-DP INP-path-POM block-DP sit-DD man  
 
momta           na   tiyay   toniy.       
moq-01-02  -ta  na   ti -yay ton-01-iy    
die-PA-N1SG-MOD that PFT-pit do -PA-N1PL  
 
They put the man in a house and the snake they put inside a log drum and 
blocked the top of it and then they buried the man. 
 
30 
Yay tonim  imisor    in   humab     emim  osad   teq  bilaqiy,       
yay ton-im imisor    in   humab     em-im os -ad teq  bilaq-01-iy    
pit do -SP afternoon they gathering do-SP sit-SD CONJ say  -PA-N1PL  
 
I  teq  mat ahulinaqta             ko   i  ezaq       tonamta          
i  teq  mat a  -huliq-i  -naq -ta  ko   i  e    -zaq  ton-01 -am -ta   
we CONJ man INP-waist-OCR-with-MOD that we INTER-like do -FUT-1PL-MOD  
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haqiy.        
haq-01-iy    
QV -PA-N1PL  
 
In the afternoon they gathered together and they spoke, ‘What are we 
going to do with that snake?’ 
 
31 
Haqad  mataw asor bilaqiy,      Ezaq       hi  toniy        haqiy.        
haq-ad mataw asor bilaq-01-iy   e    -zaq  hi  ton-01 -iy   haq-01-iy    
QV -SD men   some say  -PA-N1PL INTER-like NEG do -IMP-N1PL QV -PA-N1PL  
 
Then some of the men spoke, ‘Don't do anything.’ 
 
32 
Dob     garanmo   luwiy                haqiy.        
dob     garan-mo  luw        -01 -iy   haq-01-iy    
pig.net bush -EMP walk.around-IMP-N1PL QV -PA-N1PL  
 
‘Let's work at catching a wild pig in the bush.’ 
 
33 
Luweq            karuw waqeq    kames            neqad  teq  nab       
luw        -eq   karuw waq-eq   kames            neq-ad teq  na  -b    
walk.around-SPIR meat  get-SPIR ceremonial.drink eat-SD CONJ that-LOC  
 
ironid        ago      uliq    ag    nab      lehdaq       haqiy.        
iron    -id   a  -go   uliq    ag    na  -b   leh-d  -aq   haq-01-iy    
transfer-DPIR INP-POSS village INDEF that-LOC go -FUT-N1SG QV -PA-N1PL  
 
‘We'll get a pig and drink kames first and then we'll send him off and 
he will go to whatever village he comes from.’ 
 
34 
Haqad  dob     garan tiluw           yaqay.    
haq-ad dob     garan ti -luw         yaq-ay    
QV -SD pig.net bush  PFT-walk.around IPF-N1PL  
 
So they worked at catching a pig from the bush. 
 
35 
Luwsa          mat ahulinaqta             na   in zoq       
luw        -sa mat a  -huliq-i  -naq -ta  na   in zoq       
walk.around-DD man INP-waist-OCR-with-MOD that he log.drum  
 
agemab          oseq     gwatiqeq       onmin    gimomo   saw   zunad    
a  -gem    -ab  os -eq   gwahtiq  -eq   onmin    gi -momo saw   zun -ad  
INP-stomach-LOC sit-SPIR pass.thru-SPIR children OCR-only place push-SD  
 
luwsa          in gibiyad    gibilegyaq,           Onmin    ne   
luw        -sa in gi -biy-ad gi -bileg   -y  -aq   onmin    ne   
walk.around-DD he OCR-see-SD OCR-speak.to-IPF-N1SG children you  
 
leheq    gimamgo             nal  masel    hul          waq a    
leh-eq   gi -mam   -a  -go   nal  masel    hul          waq a    
go -SPIR OCR-father-OCR-POSS lime betelnut betel.pepper get ACC  
 
bolid     ya neqiq       haqyaq.        
bol -id   ya neq-01 -iq  haq-y  -aq    
come-DPIR I  eat-JUS-1SG QV -IPF-N1SG  
 
While they were gone the snake would come out of the drum and seeing the 
children playing by themselves he would speak to them, ‘Children, go and 
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get your father's kambang and buai and daka and bring it and let me eat 
it.’ 
 
36 
Ite       ahuran iyaq       haqyaq.        
i  -te    ahuran iy-01-aq   haq-y  -aq    
INP-teeth smell  be-PR-N1SG QV -IPF-N1SG  
 
‘My teeth smell.’ 
 
37 
An onmin    leheq    gimaman       gigo     nal  masel    hul           
an onmin    leh-eq   gi -mam   -an gi -go   nal  masel    hul           
DP children go -SPIR OCR-father-DP OCR-POSS lime betelnut betel.pepper  
 
waqeq    a   bo   ugid                 in tineqyaq.         
waq-eq   a   bo   ug             -id   in ti -neq-y  -aq    
get-SPIR ACC come give.him/her/it-DPIR he PFT-eat-IPF-N1SG  
 
And the children would go and get their father's kambang and buai and 
daka and give to him and he would eat it. 
 
38 
Neqeq    onmin    ta    gibilenyaq,           Boleq      
neq-eq   onmin    ta    gi -bilen   -y  -aq   bol -eq    
eat-SPIR children REACT OCR-speak.to-Imp-N1SG come-SPIR  
 
gimamgo             nal  waqeq    a   le abanabmo                    
gi -mam   -a  -go   nal  waq-eq   a   le a  -ban           -ab -mo   
OCR-father-OCR-POSS lime get-SPIR ACC go INP-reposing.place-LOC-EMP  
 
ta    emiy        haqyaq.        
ta    em-01 -iy   haq-y  -aq    
REACT do-Ipr-N1PL QV -IPF-N1SG  
 
Then he would speak again to the children, ‘Come and get your father's 
kambang and go put it back in its place.’ 
 
39 
Haqid    onmin    bo   abenab       nal  waqeq    a   le  
haq-id   onmin    bo   a  -ben -ab  nal  waq-eq   a   le  
QV -DPIR children come INP-hand-LOC lime get-SPIR ACC go  
 
abanabmo                   ta    em yaqay.    
a  -ban           -ab -mo  ta    em yaq-ay    
INP-reposing.place-LOC-EMP REACT do IPF-N1PL  
 
So the children would take the kambang from him and go put it back it in 
its place. 
 
40 
Sirisirimo     nazaq     emsa  onmin    gimaman       bolan    
sirisiri  -mo  na  -zaq  em-sa onmin    gi -mam   -an bol -an  
frequently-EMP that-like do-DD children OCR-father-PL come-DP  
 
tigibileniy,             Kabayniz              ne  bunmo   le  
ti -gi -bilen   -01-iy   ka    -bay       -niz ne  bun-mo  le  
PFT-OCR-speak.to-PA-N1PL IMPERS-bro.in.law-PL  you all-EMP go  
 
luwsa          mat ag    zoq      agemab          usaq          ko    
luw        -sa mat ag    zoq      a  -gem    -ab  us   -01-aq   ko    
walk.around-DD man INDEF log.drum INP-stomach-LOC sleep-PR-N1SG that  
 
gwatiqim     ne  gigo     nal  masel    hul          anan    bilaqsa   
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gwahtiq  -im ne  gi -go   nal  masel    hul          a  -nan bilaq-sa  
pass.thru-SP you OCR-POSS lime betelnut betel.pepper OCR-ref say  -DD  
 
i  waqim  a   le ugauq                  haqiy.        
i  waq-im a   le ug             -01-auq haq-01-iy    
we get-SP ACC go give.him/her/it-PR-1PL QV -PA-N1PL  
 
He did like that several times and when the children's fathers came back 
they spoke to them, ‘Fathers, while you are gone that some kind of a man 
who is in the log drum comes out and speaks about your kambang and buai 
and daka and we are giving it to him.’ 
 
41 
Haqanmo    gimaman       bilaqiy.      Onmin    ne  gamuk helta     
haq-an-mo  gi -mam   -an bilaq-01-iy   onmin    ne  gamuk hel -ta   
QV -DP-EMP OCR-father-PL say  -PA-N1PL children you talk  true-MOD  
 
bilaqay       o  haqiy.        
bilaq-01-ay   o  haq-01-iy    
say  -PR-N1PL or QV -PA-N1PL  
 
Then their fathers spoke, ‘Children, are you telling the truth or not?’ 
 
42 
Haqan  onmin    bilaqiy,      Kabayniz              helmo     
haq-an onmin    bilaq-01-iy   ka    -bay       -niz hel -mo   
QV -DP children say  -PA-N1PL IMPERS-bro.in.law-PL  true-EMP  
 
haqiy.        
haq-01-iy    
QV -PA-N1PL  
 
Then the children spoke, ‘Fathers, it's true.’ 
 
43 
Haqanmo    gimaman       bilaqiy,      Giqezmo       hiqiyiy          
haq-an-mo  gi -mam   -an bilaq-01-iy   gi -ez   -mo  hiqiy -01 -iy    
QV -DP-EMP INP-father-PL say  -PA-N1PL INP-voice-EMP finish-IMP-N1PL  
 
haqiy.        
haq-01-iy    
QV -PA-N1PL  
 
Then their fathers spoke, ‘Be quiet.’ 
 
44 
Haqad  gimaman       an         bulonim     karuw didaq ginuwan    
haq-ad gi -mam   -an an         bulon   -im karuw didaq ginuw -an  
QV -SD OCR-father-PL each.other speak.to-SP meat  food  gather-DP  
 
bolan   humab     emim  kames            iyahta   na   neqad  bul a 
bol -an humab     em-im kames            iyah-ta  na   neq-ad bul a 
come-DP gathering do-SP ceremonial.drink big -MOD that eat-SD pig ACC 
 
ge       madudib   sorqeniy.        
ge       madud-ib  sorqen -01-iy    
approach stake-LOC line.up-PA-N1PL  
 
Then their fathers talked to each other and gathered the cooked meat and 
food into a group and then everyone drank kames and then they staked out 
the pig. 
 
45 
Dadaq kayeqta   emim  lo       zoq      gemab       mat  
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dadaq kayeq-ta  em-im lo       zoq      gem    -ab  mat  
food  raw  -MOD do-SP approach log.drum stomach-LOC man  
 
ahulinaqta             na   tubuloniy,           Ari  mat ni   
a  -huliq-i  -naq -ta  na   ti -bulon   -01-iy   ari  mat ni   
INP-waist-OCR-with-MOD that PFT-speak.to-PA-N1PL O.K. man you  
 
gwatiqeq       niyon   karuw dadaq ahol     waqad  ningo        
gwahtiq  -eq   ni -yon karuw dadaq a  -hol  waq-ad ni -ni -go   
pass.thru-SPIR OCR-for meat  food  INP-body get-SD you-OCR-POSS  
 
uliqab      lehdaq       haqiy.        
uliq   -ib  leh-d  -aq   haq-01-iy    
village-LOC go -FUT-N1SG QV -PA-N1PL  
 
They put the raw food (in a pile) and approached and spoke to the snake 
in the log drum, ‘O.K., man you come out and look at the meat and food 
that's for you and then you will go to your village.’ 
 
46 
Haqan  in gwatiqim     lo       karuw didaq ahol     waqad  lilutim    
haq-an in gwahtiq  -im lo       karuw didaq a  -hol  waq-ad lilut -im  
QV -DP he pass.thru-SP approach meat  food  INP-body get-SD circle-SP  
 
le bo   ame     bitab     lehyaq.       
le bo   a  -me  bit  -ab  leh-y  -aq    
go come INP-eye house-LOC go -IPF-N1SG  
 
And he came out and approached and looked at the meat and food and 
circled around them and then he was looking at the house. 
 
47 
Lehsa  ziy     balaw    tonim  waqim  a   ti      ugiy.                    
leh-sa ziy     balaw    ton-im waq-im a   tiq     ug      -01-iy    
go -DD net.bag ornament do -SP get-SP ACC descend give.him-PA-N1PL  
 
So they decorated a bilum and brought it down and gave it to him. 
 
48 
Ugan        in hulosad   ame     bitabmo       lehyaq.       
ug      -an in hulos -ad a  -me  bit  -ab -mo  leh-y  -aq    
give.him-DP he let.go-SD INP-eye house-LOC-EMP go -IPF-N1SG  
 
He refused it and kept looking at the house. 
 
49 
Eman  haiq aw    balaw    tonim  ad  hiti    ugan        in  
em-an haiq aw    balaw    ton-im ad  hiti    ug      -an in  
do-DP NEG  woman ornament do -SP ACC descend give.him-DP he  
 
afaqin    ugad        aw    waqim  inaq     tilah.           
a  -faqin ug      -ad aw    waq-im i  -naq  ti -leh-01-02    
INP-head  give.him-SD woman get-SP OCR-with PFT-go -PA-N1SG  
 
After trying with no result they decorated the woman and brought her 
down and gave her to him and he nodded his head and took the woman and 
went with her. 
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50 
Lehim  Banabgo   Kulakulaqab  asitmo    os.          
leh-im banab-go  Kulakula-ab  asit -mo  os -01-02    
go -SP name -LOC N.      -LOC small-EMP sit-PA-N1SG  
 
They went to Banab and stayed a little while at Kulakula. 
 
51 
Nab      in eraqim    awe      inaq     Talidigib   Bumsolabmo      
na  -b   in eraq  -im a  -we   i  -naq  Talidig-ib  Bumsol-ab -mo   
that-LOC he get.up-SP INP-wife OCR-with name   -LOC name  -LOC-EMP  
 
amam       agerab       tilehiy.         
a  -mam    a  -ger -ab  ti -leh-01-iy    
INP-father INP-side-LOC PFT-go -PA-N1PL  
 
Then they got up from there and went to his father at Talidig (village) 
in the Bumsol (area). 
 
52 
Lehan  amam       ahol     waqad  amidon    bulon,           Ni   
leh-an a  -mam    a  -hol  waq-ad a  -midon bulon   -01-02   ni   
go -DP INP-father INP-body get-SD INP-child speak.to-PA-N1SG you  
 
 
edob       aw    waqim  a   bol          ham?          
edo   -b   aw    waq-im a   bol -01-02   haq-01-m     
which?-LOC woman get-SP ACC come-PA-N1SG QV -PA-N1SG  
 
When his father saw him he spoke to him, ‘Where did you get the woman?’ 
 
53 
Haqan  amidon    bilam,        Ya le Bargam  aw    araq waqim  a 
haq-an a  -midon bilaq-01-m    ya le bargam  aw    araq waq-im a 
QV -DP INP-child say  -PA-N1SG I  go lg.name woman a    get-SP ACC 
 
bol         ham.          
bol -01-02  haq-01-m     
come-PA-1SG QV -PA-N1SG  
 
And his child spoke, ‘I went and brought a Bargam woman.’ 
 
54 
Haqan  amam       bilam,        Esey      ham i  Bargam  aw    haiqta    
haq-an a  -mam    bilaq-01-m    esey      ham i  bargam  aw    haiq-ta   
QV -DP INP-father say  -PA-N1SG well.done QV  we lg.name woman NEG -MOD  
 
dimunmo   ham.          
dimun-mo  haq-01-m     
good -EMP QV -PA-N1SG  
 
Then his father said, ‘Well done, we don't have a Bargam woman, good.’ 
 
55 
Haqad  amidon    awe      inaq     nab      tuqosiy.         
haq-ad a  -midon a  -we   i  -naq  na  -b   ti -os -01-iy    
QV -SD INP-child INP-wife OCR-with that-LOC PFT-sit-PA-N1PL  
 
So his child and his wife lived there. 
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56 
Ossa   alen       agem        iyim  amun  matta   am.         
os -sa a  -len    a  -gem     iy-im amun  mat-ta  em-01-02    
sit-DD INP-in.law INP-stomach be-SP child man-MOD do-PA-N1SG  
 
Then his daughter-in-law became pregnant and had a boy. 
 
57 
Eman  alen       waqim  a   le ago      barag      abitnib            
em-an a  -len    waq-im a   le a  -go   barag      a  -bit  -an -ib   
do-DP INP-in.law get-SP ACC go INP-POSS men's.cult INP-house-POM-LOC  
 
emim  isihim   bar  tonad  ossa   le iyah iy.         
em-im isih -im bar  ton-ad os -sa le iyah iy-01-02    
do-SP cover-SP song do -SD sit-DD go big  be-PA-N1SG  
 
Then her father-in-law took him to the men's house and covered him and 
worked magic over him and he grew big. 
 
58 
Iyah iyan  in ahol     waqad  ayon    kilek katiyta   emim   
iyah iy-an in a  -hol  waq-ad a  -yon kilek katiy-ta  em-im  
big  be-DP he INP-body get-SD OCR-for bow   lie  -MOD do-SP  
 
ases             ugad        bulon,           Kilek ka   ni   
a  -ses          ug      -ad bulon   -01-02   kilek ka   ni   
INP-grdchld/prnt give.him-SD speak.to-PA-N1SG bow   this you  
 
waqeq    a   le dan  urumnib      ulilemeq    tureq      on    yoq    
waq-eq   a   le dan  urum-un -ib  ulilem-eq   tur  -eq   on    yoq    
get-SPIR ACC go path bank-POM-LOC hide  -SPIR stand-SPIR women water  
 
soqoreq    a   bolsa   ni  gibiyad    gilikmanib     ni  ninen       
soqor-eq   a   bol -sa ni  gi -biy-ad gi -likman-ib  ni  ni -nen     
scoop-SPIR ACC come-DD you OCR-see-SD OCR-midst -LOC you INP-mother  
 
anobun    ahol     waq         ham.           
a  -nobun a  -hol  waq-01 -02  haq-01-m      
INP-face  INP-body get-Ipr-2SG QV -PA-N1SG   
 
Seeing that he was big he made a play bow and arrows and giving it to 
his grandson he spoke to him, ‘Take this bow and go hide at the edge of 
the road and as the women are bringing back the water look at them and 
among them see your mother.’ 
 
59 
Anobun    asan     ninmo       nog  ahol     waqad  kawaqmo            
a  -nobun a  -san  ni -ni -mo  nog  a  -hol  waq-ad ka  -wa  -a  -mo   
INP-face  INP-skin you-OCR-EMP like INP-body get-SD this-PLOC-OCR-EMP  
 
kanen         haqadmo    ni  asenab      hunog          ham.          
ka    -nen    haq-ad-mo  ni  a  -sen-ab  hunog -01 -02  haq-01-m     
IMPERS-mother QV -SD-EMP you INP-leg-LOC pierce-IMP-2Sg QV -PA-N1SG  
 
‘When you see one with a face and skin like yours think, “Right here is 
mother,” and shoot her in the leg.’ 
 
60 
An amun  le ulilemim  turim    anen       gelan       ahol      
an amun  le ulilem-im tur  -im a  -nen    gel     -an a  -hol   
DP child go hide  -SP stand-SP INP-mother approach-DP INP-body  
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waqadmo    anen       asenab      tuhunog.            
waq-ad-mo  a  -nen    a  -sen-ab  ti -hunog -01-02    
get-SD-EMP INP-mother INP-leg-LOC PFT-pierce-PA-N1SG  
 
So the child went and hid and his mother approached and seeing her he 
shot his mother in the leg. 
 
61 
Hunogan   anen       ai   ham ka   nog ya ihunog              
hunog -an a  -nen    ai   ham ka   nog ya i  -hunog -01-02    
pierce-DP INP-mother hey! QV  this who I  OCR-pierce-PA-N1SG  
 
ham?           
haq-01-m      
QV -PA-N1SG   
 
Then his mother said, ‘Hey, who shot me?’ 
 
62 
Haqadmo    in  kilek asenab      titeqadmo       ame     lo       amun   
haq-ad-mo  in  kilek a  -sen-ab  titeq   -ad-mo  a  -me  lo       amun   
QV -SD-EMP she bow   INP-leg-LOC pull.out-SD-EMP INP-eye approach child  
 
kilek wazim   tursa    ahol     wam.         
kilek waz -im tur  -sa a  -hol  waq-01-m     
bow   hold-SP stand-DD INP-body get-PA-N1SG  
 
She pulled the arrow out of her leg and she looked and saw the child 
standing holding the bow. 
 
63 
Ahol     waqad  in  se   ham ka   yaqmo      igo      amun  iyaq        
a  -hol  waq-ad in  se   ham ka   ya-i  -mo  i  -go   amun  iy-01-aq    
INP-body get-SD she say! QV  this I -OCR-EMP OCR-POSS child be-PR-N1SG  
 
ham.          
haq-01-m     
QV -PA-N1SG  
 
Then she said, ‘Say, this is my child.’ 
 
64 
Ka   ya bilay        ases             tinam           hayta            
ka   ya bilaq-01-y   a  -ses          ti -neq-01-m    haq-01-y  -ta   
this I  say  -PA-1SG INP-grdchld/prnt PFT-eat-PA-N1SG QV -PA-1SG-MOD  
 
ham.          
haq-01-m     
QV -PA-N1SG  
 
‘Concerning this one I said, “His grandfather ate him.”’ 
 
65 
Haqad  amun  inaq     uliqab      tilah.           
haq-ad amun  i  -naq  uliq   -ib  ti -leh-01-02    
QV -SD child OCR-with village-LOC PFT-go -PA-N1SG  
 
So she went with the child to the village. 
 
66 
Lehan  aduw        osim   amun  ahol     waqadmo    in awe       
leh-an a  -duw     os -im amun  a  -hol  waq-ad-mo  in a  -we    
go -DP INP-husband sit-SP child INP-body get-SD-EMP he INP-wife  
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bulon,           Ni  amun  ag    inaq     bol          e      
bulon   -01-02   ni  amun  ag    i  -naq  bol -01-02   e      
speak.to-PA-N1SG you child INDEF OCR-with come-PA-N1SG INTER  
 
ham?          
haq-01-m     
QV -PA-N1SG  
 
Then her husband seeing the child spoke to his wife, ‘Did you come with 
some child?’ 
 
67 
Haqan  awe      bilam,        I  amun  ka   eman  kabay              
haq-an a  -we   bilaq-01-m    i  amun  ka   em-an ka    -bay         
QV -DP INP-wife say  -PA-N1SG we child this do-DP IMPERS-bro.in.law  
 
aned      inaqmo       waqim  a   lehan  i  bilaw        a   le  
a  -ned   i  -naq -mo  waq-im a   leh-an i  bilaq-01-w   a   le  
INP-blood OCR-with-EMP get-SP ACC go -DP we say  -PA-1PL ACC go  
 
tinam           haw        na   kawa      ham.          
ti -neq-01-m    haq-01-w   na   ka  -wa   haq-01-m     
PFT-eat-PA-N1SG QV -PA-1PL that this-PLOC QV -PA-N1SG  
 
Then his wife spoke, ‘The child we produced and father took him blood 
and all and we said, “He took him and ate him,” here he is.’ 
 
68 
Aduwmo          leheq    amun  ases             inaq     ossa    
a  -duw    -mo  leh-eq   amun  a  -ses          i  -naq  os -sa  
INP-husband-EMP go -SPIR child INP-grdchld/prnt OCR-with sit-DD  
 
gibiyad    teq  boleq     awe      inaq     ta  osyaq.        
gi -biy-ad teq  bol -eq   a  -we   i  -naq  ta  os -y  -aq    
OCR-see-SD CONJ come-SPIR INP-wife OCR-with MOD sit-IPF-N1SG  
 
Her husband would go and visit the child and his grandfather and then 
come back and live with his wife. 
 
69 
Naqmo        in awe      kat ug. 
na  -a  -mo  in a  -we   kat ug      -01-02    
that-OCR-EMP he INP-wife lie give.him-PA-N1SG  
 
(He fooled his wife.) 
 
70 
Mat bolim   Wasabgo        aw    wamta           na   amam       in mat  
mat bol -im Wasab    -go   aw    waq-01-m   -ta  na   a  -mam    in mat  
man come-SP clan.name-POSS woman get-PA-N1SG-MOD that INP-father he man  
 
ahulinaqta.             
a  -huliq-i  -naq -ta   
INP-waist-OCR-with-MOD  
 
The father of the man who came and got a Wasab woman was a snake. 
 
71 
In amidon    bulon,           Ningo        aw    inaq     kabiy daq   
in a  -midon bulon   -01-02   ni -ni -go   aw    i  -naq  kabiy daq   
he INP-child speak.to-PA-N1SG you-OCR-POSS woman OCR-with work  deed  
 
luwad          gime    ya osaiqtab           rey   alon    ko   ne   
luw        -ad gi -me  ya os -01-aiq-ta -b   rey   a  -lon ko   ne   
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walk.around-SD OCR-eye I  sit-PR-1SG-MOD-LOC grass INP-top that you  
 
ahol     waqad  luwiy                ham.          
a  -hol  waq-ad luw        -01 -iy   haq-01-m     
INP-body get-SD walk.around-Ipr-N1PL QV -PA-N1SG  
 
He spoke to his child, ‘As you go around with your wife working be 
looking at the tops of the grass where I live.’ 
 
72 
In hemeq      le liqab      iysa  ne  ahol     waqad  karuwnan       
in hem  -eq   le liq   -ab  iy-sa ne  a  -hol  waq-ad karuw-a  -nan  
it ripen-SPIR go middle-LOC be-DD you INP-body get-SD meat -OCR-REF  
 
luwiy                ham.          
luw        -01 -iy   haq-01-m     
walk.around-IMP-N1PL QV -PA-N1SG  
 
‘When you see that it is ripe (redish) up to the middle start looking 
for meat.’ 
 
73 
Rey   hemeq      le alonib   tisireqid      ni  bilaq,        O  ya  
rey   hem  -eq   le alon-ib  ti -sireq-id   ni  bilaq-01 -02  o  ya  
grass ripen-SPIR go top -LOC PFT-tear -DPIR you say  -IMP-2SG oh I   
 
 
imam       amoyan    aqezab        tugwal             haq            
i  -mam    a  -moyan a  -ez   -ab  ti -gwal  -01-02   haq-01 -02    
INP-father INP-fat   INP-mouth-LOC PFT-ascend-PA-N1SG QV -IMP-N1SG  
 
ham.          
haq-01-m     
QV -PA-N1SG  
 
‘When it ripens to the point that the tops are shredded speak, “Oh my 
father's fat is up to his neck.”’ 
 
74 
Haqad  ham ni  karuw didaq waq a   bo   humab     emad  teq  ni   
haq-ad ham ni  karuw didaq waq a   bo   humab     em-ad teq  ni   
QV -SD QV  you meat  food  get ACC come gathering do-SD CONJ you  
 
nan  emid    Bargamgo    nilenan       nibayniz           giyon    
nan  em-id   bargam -go  ni -len   -an ni -bay       -niz gi -yon  
talk do-DPIR lg.name-LOC INP-in.law-PL INP-bro.in.law-PL  OCR-for  
 
lehid    boliy         ham.          
leh-id   bol -01 -iy   haq-01-m     
go -DPIR come-IMP-N1PL QV -PA-N1SG  
 
‘Then gather together food and meat and then send word to your Bargam 
in-laws and let them come.’ 
 
75 
Kab      Garusmo     ni  gibilen              ham.          
ka  -b   garus  -mo  ni  gi -bilen   -01 -02  haq-01-m     
this-LOC lg.name-EMP you OCR-speak.to-IMP-2SG QV -PA-N1SG  
 
‘Speak to the Garuz people here.’ 
 
76 
Uliq    karuw neq         daqayta      na   bem       huzeq       
uliq    karuw neq-01-02   daq-ay  -ta  na   bem       huz  -eq    
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village meat  eat-PA-N1SG FUT-N1PL-MOD that red.paint bathe-SPIR  
 
boliy         ham.          
bol -01 -iy   haq-01-m     
come-IMP-N1PL QV -PA-N1SG  
 
‘The village that will eat pig let them put on red paint.’ 
 
77 
Uliq    yaqmo      ineq    daqayta      na   zamor    huzeq       
uliq    ya-i  -mo  i  -neq daq-ay  -ta  na   zamor    huz  -eq    
village I -OCR-EMP OCR-eat FUT-N1PL-MOD that charcoal bathe-SPIR  
 
boliy         ham.          
bol -01 -iy   haq-01-m     
come-IMP-N1PL QV -PA-N1SG  
 
‘The village that will eat me let them put on black paint and come.’ 
 
78 
Ari  mataw bo   humab     wolid    gibiyad    ni  karuw titalid       
ari  mataw bo   humab     wol-id   gi -biy-ad ni  karuw tital  -id    
O.K. men   come gathering hit-DPIR OCR-see-SD you meat  butcher-DPIR  
 
zagib              gwalan     ham.          
zag           -ib  gwal  -an  haq-01-m     
branched.stick-LOC ascend-IMP QV -PA-N1SG  
 
‘O.K., when you see the people gathered cut up the pig and hang it up on 
a pole.’ 
 
79 
Gwalid      teq  ni  leheq    yaqgo       hartiy         
gwal  -id   teq  ni  leh-eq   ya-i  -go   hartiy         
ascend-DPIR CONJ you go -SPIR I -OCR-POSS wooden.pillow  
 
abalawun         inaqta       na   waqeq    log  waqeq    a   bolsa    
a  -balaw   -an  i  -naq -ta  na   waq-eq   log  waq-eq   a   bol -sa  
INP-ornament-POM OCR-with-MOD that get-SPIR adze get-SPIR ACC come-DD  
 
ya ninaq    boleq     inog     hartiy        amalib     emid    ni  ya  
ya ni -naq  bol -eq   i  -nog  hartiy        amal -ib   em-id   ni  ya  
I  OCR-with come-SPIR OCR-chin wooden.pillow on.top-LOC do-DPIR you I   
 
ibu            qwahas            ham.          
i  -bu         qwa-has -01 -02   haq-01-m     
INP-bk.of.head cut-open-IMP-N1SG QV -PA-N1SG  
 
‘Then go and get my decorated wooden pillow and get an adze and I will 
come with you and put my chin on the wooden pillow and you cut off my 
head.’ 
 
80 
Ibu              qwahaseq      ihuliliq            hitiqid       
i  -bu           qwa-has -eq   i  -huliliq         hitiq  -id    
INP-back.of.head cut-open-SPIR OCR-cut.in.sections descend-DPIR  
 
iginuwid        zagib              gwalid      teq  ningo        
i  -ginuw -id   zag           -ib  gwal  -id   teq  ni -ni -go   
OCR-gather-DPIR branched.stick-LOC ascend-DPIR CONJ you-OCR-POSS  
 
walmat   gineg                 ham.          
walmat   gi -neg      -01 -02  haq-01-m     
visitors OCR-give.them-IMP-2SG QV -PA-N1SG  
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Then cut me up in sections and hang them on a pole and then give them to 
your people. 
 
81 
Haqan  amidon    amam       kabiyak   bulon            nazaqmo       in  
haq-an a  -midon a  -mam    kabiyak   bulon   -01-02   na  -zaq -mo  in  
QV -DP INP-child INP-father sign.lang speak.to-PA-N1SG that-like-EMP he  
 
tiqam.          
ti -em-01-02    
PFT-do-PA-N1SG  
 
Then his child did just as the father signed to him to do. 
 
82 
Karuw asor waqeq    didaq kayeqta   inaq     mat bem       kakaqta    
karuw asor waq-eq   didaq kayeq-ta  i  -naq  mat bem       kakaq-ta   
meat  some get-SPIR food  raw  -MOD OCR-with man red.paint red  -MOD  
 
huz           na   ugyaq. 
huz  -01-02   na   ug      -y  -aq    
bathe-PA-N1SG that give.him-IPF-N1SG  
 
He would take some of the meat and raw food and give to the man who put 
on red paint. 
 
83 
Mat in zamor    dubta     huz           na   in ahol     waqad   
mat in zamor    dub  -ta  huz  -01-02   na   in a  -hol  waq-ad  
man he charcoal black-MOD bathe-PA-N1SG that he INP-body get-SD  
 
lo       amam       asor waqeq    didaq kayeqta   inaq     mat na    
lo       a  -mam    asor waq-eq   didaq kayeq-ta  i  -naq  mat na    
approach INP-father some get-SPIR food  raw  -MOD OCR-with man that  
 
ugyaq. 
ug      -y  -aq    
give.him-IPF-N1SG  
 
And seeing the man who put on black paint he would take some of his 
father and some raw food and give it to that man. 
 
84 
Amam       kabiyak   bulon            nazaqmo       in tiqam.          
a  -mam    kabiyak   bulon   -01-02   na  -zaq -mo  in ti -em-01-02    
INP-father sign.lang speak.to-PA-N1SG that-like-EMP he PFT-do-PA-N1SG  
 
He did just as his father signed to him to do. 
 
85 
Ari  in amam       afaqinmo      zagib              usan     uliq     
ari  in a  -mam    a  -faqin-mo  zag           -ib  us   -an uliq     
O.K. he INP-father INP-head -EMP branched.stick-LOC sleep-DP village  
 
ginan    Balabag haqayta         waqim  yay tonan  osim   al        
gi -nan  Balabag haq-01-ay  -ta  waq-im yay ton-an os -im al        
OCR-name name    QV -PR-N1PL-MOD get-SP pit do -DP sit-SP root.veg  
 
iy,        saw   na   anan     Mahgabag haqaytab.             
iy-01-02   saw   na   a  -nan  Mahgabag haq-01-ay  -ta -b    
be-PA-N1SG place that INP-name name     QV -PR-N1PL-MOD-LOC  
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O.K., the people from Balabag village took his father's head that was on 
the pole and buried it and it turned into a mami, at the place called  
Mahgabag. 
 
86 
Ari  mat na   amam       asan     waqim  a   bo   amalib   Wasab  
ari  mat na   a  -mam    a  -san  waq-im a   bo   amal-ib  Wasab  
O.K. man that INP-father INP-skin get-SP ACC come N.  -LOC name 
 
ginolim    aw    waqim  a   lahta           awagamun       
gi -nol-im aw    waq-im a   leh-01-02  -ta  a  -wagam-un   
OCR-hit-SP woman get-SP ACC go -PA-N1SG-MOD INP-story-POM  
 
kawaqmo.           
ka  -wa  -a  -mo   
this-PLOC-OCR-EMP  
 
O.K., that's the story of the man who took his father's skin and came 
and with it hit Wasab and took away a woman. 


